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True MOORISH SCIENCE

by Jonathan Bey
Since the dawn of time, no forces have been permitted to sever the senses which connect matter with its Motivated Source, The Consciousness of Universal Mind.

Although in the past physicists have drawn a sharp line between The Physical World of Atoms and Matter and any acceptance of any empirical evidence of Spirit; no longer is that the case. Knowing through experience has again taken its proper place as our understanding of reality and its operation(s) advances. Times, They Are A Changing.

A consistent cosmogony now unfolds with the dawning of man’s new day of exaltation, again rejuvenating itself as has been consistently prophesied by the master minds of all ages while mankind continues its struggle to remain inseparably interwoven within the illusions of its self imposed jungle of corrosive greed.

With a self-consuming Ego too concerned to even acknowledge THE LAW which inexorably governs not only its every action, but also those Watchers, the re-manifested course correcting Vanguards, arising by Cosmic Design.

The average man’s ignorant, steadfast and resolute ignoring of everything leading to a comprehension of his rapidly approaching assured self-annihilation (despite his zeal to quicken his self-demise and well deserved reckoning) can avoid this seemingly inevitable fate by a reigniting of a simple yet profoundly invincible latent inner eliminatory force, which (due to the absolute efficiency of Natures’ INTELLIGENT Designee) would not exist without purpose. And although man may create things with the ability to fulfill a purpose which may never be exercised (like our ability to destroy our Mother Earth tens of thousands times over) we are extremely fortunate that Nature does not operate in the same illogical manner. Our creator only brings about through Nature/natural organic means (for the lack of a more immediate useful word) “things” which will not at some point be exercised. And although mankind's God Given free will has brought us to this impending brink of catastrophic self annihilation, it is Scientific Supreme Logic, the ALL COSMIC LAW of Low Entropy Efficiency which dictates that, Nature WILLs Into Existence/Creates only that which WILL be used, that aforementioned profoundly invincible force which through “THE KEY” can be awakened.
This is an amalgamated synthesis of a wide body of works by world renowned scientific experts (Physicists, Biophysicists, Metaphysicians, Mathematicians, Anthropologists, Philosophy Historians, Spiritualists) and a much longer list of Scientists within their varied disciplines to whom I will remain forever grateful for their dutiful sacrifices, groundbreaking discoveries and wide ranging preservations of truths which brought about my personal intuitive insight that these newly rediscovered Missed Stories were to be detailed within this compilation of facts.

Although the next couple of pages may come across rather harsh toward particular Europeans and their associated groups who history has recorded as being indisputably guilty of having committed horrendous atrocities against man and nature, we recognize our Divinely Inspired Prophet was a Universal Prophet whose critically important messages of LOVE remain as valid today as the day delivered.

Despite the above being absolutely true, we do not in any manner apologize for stating any historically accurate facts which may follow.

It must be known and comprehended that abominably wicked atrocities perpetrated against Humanity and the Natural Order of The Cosmos is real, not forgotten and is the reason humanity’s heart has been darkened to the horrible state and condition that it is.

The above regarding our beloved Prophet is only stated to explain to and assure any reader who may be offended by any of the remarks to follow, that Racial Prejudice plays no part in the matter of providing the following Reader’s Digested Record of these indisputable historical facts. These are simply truths regarding the ungodly activities which turned the natural order of humanity and nature on its head, reversing all progress man had made up until that point in time. That these inhumane, evil and demon-hearted individuals and their blood thirsty hoards’ inexorable plunder of the Intellectual Treasure Troves of our Ancient Forebears in their Merciless Rape of all which was sacred in Ancient Kemet/Egypt cosmically set this world and our planet into the Downward Reversed Death Spiral it has been in ever since!

We take our credo and Divine Principles of LOVE, TRUTH, PEACE FREEDOM AND JUSTICE seriously, and do know and teach that all man, woman and child should learn to LOVE one-another instead of hate. So, the following facts are in no manner stated to offend any individual, or their religion. Facts simply stand where they have been indelibly carved in stone by those who remain responsible. It is only our intent to provide an honest depiction of fact in an understandable digested manner, so those who may be unaware may come to know the irreversible truths. And it is those who may be continuing to support such institutions who share the legacy and remain burdened with the responsibility to make a meaningful and sustaining mend for those actions and ramifications they have caused. Now is a real opportunity for any supporters of the institution who’s actions have brought us to this brink of destruction to claim their rightful responsibility. Learn to love instead of hate. Accepting the truths presented here may be a perfect place to begin. Let us today begin our uplifting of fallen humanity together!
THE FLOWER OF LIFE

TRUTH IS NOT FRAGILE

All Moorish Science is encapsulated in the above shape.

The seven liberal arts and sciences, Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music and Astronomy, all originated in the land of The Moors. This is not a difficult assumption to make in that it is an indisputable scientific fact (anthropologically) that Moors/Moabites were the original inhabitants of this planet. Although a great deal of scientific ancient artifacts have been unearthed on the continent now known as Africa (a landmass formed over 300 Million years ago as a result of Earth’s (Moo’s) ancient catastrophic Pangea separation) evidence of vast and extremely advanced Empirical Moorish civilizations existed in every portion of our planet. One concentration of such evidence of our forebears highly advanced Scientific knowledge has come by way of archeological remnants and Monolithic Mysteries of our Ancient Egyptians forebears, whom the human race and mankind are deeply indebted, for the present total body of human knowledge. It was the Egyptian Moors and their Ancient Atlantean Forebears, who left their surviving Egyptian descendants The Great Pyramid and the Extraterrestrial Wisdoms we now know as MOORISH SCIENCE, “THE KEY” to The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity. Extraterrestrial is inward as well as outward. And, although much effort was and still is placed into destroying and/or hiding (often in plain sight) as much of the Orthodox Metaphysical aspects of Moorish Science as possible, enough has remained for this presentation to be of significant practical value. So it is my sincere hope that you not only learn this information, but also be an active participant in seeing that the information contained herein reaches as many people as possible.

Foreign students of the Ancient Kemetic civilization such as the Greeks and those who followed, like the Romans, were understood to be child-like and barbaric and for the most part unable to access a complete understanding or initiation and induction within the Ancient Egyptian Mystery System. It was not until much blood (of the wisdom keepers) had been shed by the savage hordes of Alexander III The Greek of Macedon in 356 BC and his Childhood friend, Lover, General and Successor Ptolemy I Soter, that the Priesthood fled to the far corners of the globe (India, China and elsewhere with knowledge intact) that the Once Kemetic civilization, now under the rule of the first European Pharaohs began its decline.
The “Popes” of The Roman Catholic Church are called such after their LORD Ptolemy, who following his murderous takeover of the Egyptian Priesthood proclaimed himself “Soter I” which translates to Savior. Re. THE PICTURES ABOVE: The picture to the Left is a Stone Bust of Ptolemy in his role as his self proclaimed Soter or Savior, which was later made Official by the First Ecumenical Nicaea Council of Flavius Augustus, better known as The Roman Emperor Constantine who preceded their mutual dependent James Stuart (more notable under the title King James). The picture to the Right (above) is Ptolemy in his role as The First (also self proclaimed) European Pharaoh who in this capacity took on the Egyptian name “Meryamun Setepenre” which translates as: “The Beloved Chosen One of Amun Ra”.

Continuing On: Aristotle, Pythagoras, Plato and their students such as Socrates were all taught in Ancient Egypt, from a very young age until adulthood. Their own eyewitness accounts reflect the fact that they were taught and instructed by dark skinned teachers born and raised in Africa. Greed, prestige and reputation made most of them ungrateful, as proven by their claiming of the theories, theorems, formulas and axioms they learned in Ancient Egypt as being their own invents. Most Greek and Roman students of Africa outwardly committed plagiarism by signing their names on their African teachers’ writings, inventions, creations and productions. This is why we have such wisdoms and/or schools of thought such as: "Theorem of Pythagoras", "Thales' Axiom" among many other illegal appropriations of the African sciences of geometry, mathematics, architecture, rhetoric and philosophy. Those operative sciences all originated in the heart of Africa, thousands of years before the Greeks and Romans came into existence as a distinct race! But that’s another story that would take a book within itself! And so as not too stray to far from our point of subject, “MOORISH SCIENCE”, it was relevant and important that I provided the above Reader’s Digested Chronology of Facts regarding the true Genesis of our world’s Culture, Civilization's History, Arts and Science in order for these facts to be securely anchored in truth in order that the continuing truths to follow may also be well rooted in their proper origins, so that when we get to our points in this exploration in which we begin to speak of such things as GENETIC MEMORY and the like, the facts presented at that point will make sense.

One further very important point to mention before going forward is that, although I will at times be using hyperlinks which connect to word definitions provided by certain extremely Eurocentric sources like the website Wikipedia, this is only done so in many
instances as a convenience and in most instances avoided when it comes to anything of a historical nature. Case in point! As you will note with the following screen capture,

**THE FLOWER OF LIFE**

All Moorish Science is encapsulated in the above shape.

Wikipedia states (as you can see for yourself) above, that the Etymology (word origin) of Chemistry is "uncertain", when that just simply is not so! And when you look elsewhere (still within Wikipedia) under the definition (instead of Etymology) of the word Chemistry you see buried the truth: “The word alchemy in turn is derived from the Arabic word *al-kīmīā* (الchemist). In origin, the term is borrowed from the Greek χημία or χημεία. This may have Egyptian origins since *al-kīmīā* as in Alchemy derived from the word Chemi or Kimi, which is an ancient Greek word derived from the word Chemi or Kimi, which is the ancient name of Egypt or Egyptian”. Note above where they say “may” have.

With that said, we may now proceed onward into our subject, explaining that the above ancient and sacred geometric shape called The Flower of Life is the basis of not only Moorish Science (Mathematics, Geometry, Physics, Metaphysics, Astrophysics, Astrology, Biology, Horticulture, Chemistry (which comes from the word Kemet as has been shown above) ) but of all Science and every other thing which exists. This fact as you will see will need to be reemphasized (often) in various ways as we proceed.

Out of the above Geometric Pattern I will now proceed to explain How Our Physical Reality Manifests Itself.
The Flower of Life (Relative To Vortex Math) is not only the base pattern of ALL Matter, it is also the ROOT of all nonphysical reality as well (Emotions, Spiritual and The total Spectrum of Music/Sound and Light etc.)

Everything in our Universe (Physical and Nonphysical) as well as The Universe itself stems from this one basic pattern, The Flower of Life.

Our physical reality and matter as we know it is CONSCIOUSNESS

Comprehending this will allow you to become Masters of Your Own Destinies!
The Source Meanings of Symbolic Esoteric Wisdoms

Before we enter into the matter of Symbols Formation, I first would like to quickly provide a definition of the terms: Esoteric, Exoteric and Mundane:

esoteric |ˌesəˈterik|
adjective
• intended for or likely to be understood by only a small number of people with a specialized knowledge or interest: esoteric philosophical debates.

exoteric |ˌeksəˈterik|
• adjective formal (especially of a doctrine or mode of speech) intended for or likely to be understood by the general public: an exoteric, literal meaning and an esoteric, inner teaching. Basically, the opposite of esoteric.

mundane |ˌmənˈdān|
• adjective
Earthly or worldly, rather than a heavenly or spiritual one: The boundaries of the mundane world.
• of, relating to, or denoting the branch of astrology that deals with political, social, economic, and geophysical events and processes.

Going Forward:
The origins of Christmas predate Christianity through the Pagan holiday called Saturnalia, which was a week-long of lawlessness from December 17th through December 25th that honored Saturn and included human sacrifice, intoxication, naked caroling and rape. During these seven days, there were no punishments for breaking any laws, according to Roman law.

Another pause is required here to simply explain that the above utilized word “Pagan” simply means a person or group holding religious beliefs or customs other than those of what might be considered “the main world religions”, which in itself is rather interesting in that even though Christians during the period in time in which we are now speaking of was in actuality itself the Non-main-stream religion, even though historians (especially those of European Lineage) will identify all or most other non-Christian religions of ancient area’s as being Pagan, and have over the course of time through their forced literary dominance created clear negative connotation of the word.

Circa 4 A.D., Christianity adopted Saturnalia with the hopes that they could convert the non-Christians to Christianity by promising that they could still celebrate Saturnalia as Christians. (Imagine how that would work out today). Because Saturnalia did not follow Christian principles, the Christian leaders designated the last day of Saturnalia as the birth date of Jesus; or more accurately, the Potolimaic figure used to usurped the historical revolutionary Rabbinic Teacher described in the Scriptures as having “Hair Like Wool and Feet Like BURNT Brass”,… you get the point.

Approximately 1466, the Roman Catholic Church, under Pope Paul II, forced Jews to run through the city streets naked as a tribute to Saturnalia. According to author David I. Kertzer, The Popes Against the Jews: The Because Saturnalia did not follow Christian
principles, the Christian leaders designated the last day of Saturnalia as the birth date of their Biblical Jesus. Keep in mind that the bible is scripture usurped, and utilized as a means to justify particular desired end results.

Vatican’s Role in the Rise of Modern Anti-Semitism, “Before they were to run, the Jews were force fed, so as to make the race more difficult for them and at the same time more amusing for spectators. They ran amid Rome’s taunting shrieks and peals of laughter, while the Holy Father stood upon a richly ornamented balcony laughing heartily.”

Again, I pause just to again explain that the etymology of the word use above Anti-Semitism is derived from the word Semite, which is a derivation of the word Kemite and/or Kenit meaning Egyptian. Another interesting inset while were in the neighborhood; …. If you take the “e” sound off of the word Gipsy replacing it at the beginning of the word, you may note that the word now gives you an understanding of its nature being a nomadic people of darker hue from Egypt. There are numerous counts of similar etymological derivations of this sort throughout the English language.

Back to our lesson: It is important to note that in Astrotheology, Saturn was also considered as being Satan by the ancient Europeans (but that’s a whole other lesson within itself). Rings give during Christian wedding rituals represent the rings of Saturn.

Unlike astrolatry, which usually implies by many polytheism, frowned upon as idolatrous by Christian authors since Eusebius, astrotheology is considered any “religious system founded upon the observation of the heavens”, and in particular, is thought of as monotheistic by most Christians even though it is not, in that (in most cases) that which is mistaken as being monotheistic by Christians as well as most European ANTHROPOLOGISTS were in actuality simply ATTRIBUTES of a one (SINGULAR) omnipotent being (we call Allah) the law(s) and principles within and governing over the nature, actions and activities of all which is
Unlike *astrolatry*, which usually implies by many polytheism, frowned upon as idolatrous by Christian authors since Eusebius, *astrotheology* is considered any "religious system founded upon the observation of the heavens", and in particular, is thought of as monotheistic by most Christians even though it is not, in that (in most cases) that which is mistaken as being monotheistic by Christians as well as most European anthropologists were in actuality simply attributes of a one (singular) omnipotent being (we call Allah) the law(s) and principles within and governing over the nature, actions and activities of all which is.

The day of the week, Saturday also originates from the European Old English word that means “Saturn's day”. To this day, many people continue to unknowingly celebrate Saturnalia (through Christmas) by their participation in debauchery and gluttony (over eating (like those who were forced fed) during the festive period).

Christmas is derived from the Middle English Cristemasse, which is from Old English Cristesmæsse, a phrase first recorded in 1038. Crist (genitive Crīstes) is from Greek Khristos, a translation of Hebrew Māšīaḥ, “Messiah”; and mæsse is from Latin missa, the celebration of the Eucharist. The form “Christenmas” was also historically used, but is now from Middle English Cristenmasse, an abbreviation of Christmas found particularly in print, based on the initial letter chi (Χ) in Greek Khristos (Χριστός), “Christ”, though numerous style guides discourage its use; it has precedent in Middle English Xēes masse (where “Χē” is an abbreviation for Χριστός).

**Saturn(alia) In Churches**

Astonishingly, Saturn is depicted in Christian art in various churches.

On the ceiling of St. Andrews church on Waterloo Street in East Sussex, there is a painting showing the sun surrounded by stars, a comet, a crescent moon and Saturn. Keep in mind that in astrotheology, Saturn was to the western-mind Satan.
All of nature responds to these currents. It is only the human family that has forgotten, because it can no longer see the inner side of reality. The light forces are moving either toward or outward from Earth. This is what creates our seasons. The path of the Sun is intricately involved in the movement of the light currents that fall to Earth.

During **Fall Equinox**, light from the Sun penetrates the outer atmospheric layers of Earth. At Winter Solstice, the light penetrates into the core of our globe. From a distance outside our solar system, Earth looks like a fiery sphere spinning in the heavens. During the Spring Equinox, the light once again is on the periphery of Earth, and at Summer Solstice, the light is high in the heavens. Note that the light is deep within the core of Earth during winter and high in the heavens during summer.

This is both a metaphor and a reality on inner levels.

We can minister to our own personal psychology if we attune ourselves to the influences of the different radiances of light falling to Earth each month and during the solstices and astrological equinoxes. Light waves descending to and ascending outward from Earth are an **occult** fact, *meaning simply an inner reality not seen by most*. Those desiring a more complete communion with spiritual forces must come to intelligent terms with this reality, for it is the movement of these ever-changing currents of light poured upon Earth that provide our **evolutionary spiritual growth**. These surges of power propel all kingdoms on Earth upward, lift the spinal spirit fire of the body into the heart and head centers, and have the effect of providing illumination for those of us who have prepared through intelligence and “**CORECT” intention** to participate.

The Winter Solstice has historically been the time of birth for all of Earth’s great teachers. This is because it is the time of new light for the planet, World Teachers **choose** this particular time because they always bring with them a new teaching appropriate for that time. Their teachings can be a rejuvenating state of illumination for the people of Earth. Winter Solstice occurs on December 21, the same time that the planetary keynote changes from Sagittarius to Capricorn. At the time of the Winter Solstice, the light currents submerged within the core of the Earth reverse and change course, just like the Sun, which is reversing its southward course and turning northward. A reverse movement of any planetary body creates a powerful force until the new motion or path stabilizes. Therefore, from December 21 to midnight on the morning of December 25th, **there is a powerful force field of light and radiation enveloping the Earth.**
The inner circle of 12 stars most likely represents the 12 apostles surrounding the sun/son, which is another astrotheological reference for their Potolimaic version of Jesus as Christ being their SUN of god. In the above picture, the outer circle contains 9 stars, the crescent eclipse of the moon, Saturn and a comet that appears to perhaps be diving toward the sun. The 9 stars plus Saturn may represent the 10 planets in our solar system, if Nibiru is counted as one of those stars. The moon represents the Divine Feminine and the Virgin Mother. The other photo above of the Cologne Cathedral in Innenstadt, Cologne, Germany clearly shows Saturn on their stained glass window. As for Nibiru, (although extremely interesting and even perhaps important) I'll let you research that one for your self in that I wish not to embroil us in that particular controversy at this particular time; and entering into a discussion on Nibiru (which some think is a mothership and others a planet destroyer) would take us way off our path of this present instruction.

The Basics

Each season is reflected by the tilt and spin of the Earth’s axis resulting with the sun being more prominent in the northern hemisphere for half of the year and in the southern hemisphere for the other half. The winter solstice occurs in winter when the sun has reached its lowest elevation reflected with the fewest amount of daylight hours and the greatest amount of nighttime hours around December 21st.
Our seasons are reflected by the amount of sun and darkness that we receive:

- **Autumn Equinox** – daily sunlight is waning, day and night is equal in length
- **Winter Solstice** – the shortest day of the year
- **Spring Equinox** – daily sunlight is waxing, day and night are equal in length
- **Summer Solstice** – the longest day of the year

Most world religions celebrate or recognize (in some manner) holidays on sacred, astrological dates and Christmas is of course no exception. This particular holiday was has been celebrated for much longer by the ancients as one of the four great festivals that reflect each season through astrology and astronomy.

**Esoteric Meaning of the Winter Solstice**

Various ancient mystery schools (which by as you may have remembered me saying from time to time all originate from the same one source) have also celebrated the change of seasons in association with the various astrological signs that fall on the spring and fall equinoxes as well as the summer and winter solstices.

*In an esoteric sense*, the sun’s cycle represents one’s soul’s growth in consciousness along with the illumination of the spirit. To envision this, imagine that Spring as being the birth of one’s soul. Once you have reached Summer, your soul begins its decent from its spiritual home into incarnating to this planet. As the days begin to get shorter beginning on the Summer solstice,
the decrease in sunlight represents the veil of forgetfulness where we do not remember why we came here or what our purpose is. As the days become longer beginning on the Winter solstice, your soul is released from its physical presence and makes its ascension back to its spiritual home with Source. **As above, so bellow.**

On the Wheel of Life, winter is the season of rest and represents preparation for renewed life, similar to how some animals go into hibernation. It is also known as the **time of germination** as spring brings the flowering of plant life that follows the maturation process into summer; autumn gives us our crops (along with new seeds) and we return to winter to complete the full cycle and prepare for renewed life. **SIDE NOTE:** Fertility is represented by the “bunny rabbit” and the colored eggs represent the eggs of WOMAN of all colors desired by men lacking in melanin. Ancient European's had a festival during this time of year where they would paint their woman, girls and wives in various colors, send them into the woods to hide, and when found (by any of them, wife or not) they would try to impregnate them. This is where we get the Easter (Ester) Egg Hunt ritual.

Of the four sacred directions and cardinal colors, winter is represented by the North and the color blue, which in Cherokee, literally means “cold”.

The seasons aided in teaching of matters pertaining to the process of birth, life, death and rebirth. Alchemy provides the saying, As above, so below”. Think of this along the lines of how we came here and how we leave this vessel. After the sperm fertilizes the egg, we go through a maturation process that is identical to the exact number of days of both the maturation of corn from a seed along with the gestation period for a woman to
give birth to a child. The child travels down the birth canal (the tunnel) as the child is brought from darkness to birth (the light). As confirmed through near death experiences, we follow the same circular process (spiritually) of going through a tunnel and following the light back to Source.
In a grander scheme, this cycle is repeated through seasons and our personal lives from birth to death, proving how our life is simply a mere fractal of the universe, the cosmos and ultimately, of Source…..

Sorcery simply means practicing matters as was originally operated from its source or origin, just as Magic relate to the Biblical Three Magi, Magi meaning simply Wise….. The Three Wise Men were Magi (wise men) who knew Magic (the scientific astrological arts) and Sorcery, or the scientific crafts which were unchanged from the time of its source teachings. Like Wizards, which also simply means “Wise” has been misinterpreted by westerners to mean or represent something evil, wherein it is simply Mysterious, a Mystery, or Missed - Stories to them.

The Winter solstice falls under the sign of Capricorn, which in some aspects can be representative of materialism and/or ego but certainly not in all aspects by any means. In astrotheology, this is the time when the Biblical representation of Jesus (the Son or Sun) indulges in materialism (Capricorn) after leaving his father’s home. It is also the time when he dies on the cross (where the sun remains on the Southern Cross constellation) for three days, only to be reborn again (as the days begin to get longer after this 3 day period).
A good place to start understanding the Natural aspects of Metaphysics part of Astrology (Astro-logical or Astro Logics) of this science has been explain very well by Santos Bonacci in the video entitled: Theology Astrology Part 1. Another very interesting and informative presentation on matters pertaining to ancient Egyptian Missed Stories is entitled: The Pyramid Code. With the Internet now being a staple in all of our lives, there are certain truths which can simply no longer be hidden, so this is why you may begin to notice moor and moor facts being uncovered as an attempt to somewhat steer our perceptions regarding the long hidden truth now being unearthed; some what of what would be called militarily Damage Control. And since this is a naturally occurring age of enlightenment, it is not in reality controllable. The dam has burned, and as we transition from the information area into our current application area, we must condition ourselves to be able to discern what is truth from fiction and be able to extrapolate from the available information that which is from that which is not.
Now, an extremely important truth to keep in your mind while viewing both of the previously recommended reasons is the fact that the material is still being presented through a Eurocentric prism or lens, which limits much of the proper attributions of the non-European source material to those who were the Greek STUDENTS of the TRUE MASTERS of Egyptian Occult Cosmological Sciences (but since that is explained elsewhere here in “THE KEY”, there is not a need for me to do so again in this particular section).

True Practitioners of metaphysics and the occult sciences can also attest to the cosmic currents and life force of each season.

As closure to the above, a symbol or celebration is only as powerful as the intent behind it. While Christmas has become the biggest holiday that supports the corporate world which in turn, lobbies against basic human rights of most, it has to a certain extent grown into a time of giving and being with family once we extract the commercial aspects of the season.

At this point we will now begin our excursion, bridging the gap of understanding, into matters which will (for those thirsting for knowledge) begin to open the valves of wisdoms behind the symbols representing them; and for many, expose for the first time, the commonly known truth of your ancient forebears.
It will simply take explaining a few basic imperative facts in a manner understandable to the average individual that will allow us all to comprehend the inner-workings of True Moorish Science and how to utilize it in a practical, functional and beneficial Real World manner.

One of the first things you must comprehend is that there is no such thing as impossible nor Supernatural! There is only natural Nature, and the illusion which makes it appear Super or above Natural or beyond Normal Probabilities or even Possibilities is simply one’s misunderstanding of what reality is and how it functions, as well as the manner in which one must comprehend its basic factors in order to command reality to manifest as willed with proper INTENT.

This is the crux of this cruise. Our voyage and journey will be into the explanation of True Moorish Science, which is actually “THE KEY” to comprehending all physical, nonphysical, spiritual, mental, conscious reality, and most important

SELF.

The only thing required of you is an open mind and ability to follow directions. The rest of the Matrix and your understanding of it will fall into its natural order all by itself. Yes, there are certain things which can seed your comprehension along, such as actually physically drawing of Sacred Geometrics Shapes and Angles yourself (as odd as that may sound.) There are and will be numerous rediscoversies along YOUR way that you heretofore would have considered highly unlikely and others even impossible. But that’s ok and the reason for “THE KEY”

OTHERS KNOW, AND SO SHOULD YOU!
The above DIRECTIVE, “Man Know Thy Self” is in fact one of the most important instructions ever given. In ranking, the only DIRECTIVES above this in importance is PLACE NO LOVE ABOVE THAT OF YOUR CREATOR, AND LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOU SHOULD AND MUST LOVE YOURSELF. In ranking, beneath the above most important directives in which one should devote their life to mastering is: “BE YOUR SELF, THAT YOU MAY FULFILL YOUR PURPOSE FOR BEING”. One of the most interesting aspects of this directive is, that once mastered, those preceding it are so intrinsically harmonious, they themselves are also fulfilled.

As will be reiterated in various ways throughout this treatise in one manner or another is, MOORISH SCIENCE encompasses all formal truths, both physical and spiritual in NATURE. The Metaphysical Nature of our rediscoveries here will prove both physical and spirit.
The term Science itself of course encompasses a vast spectrum of disciplines because it must address all which is as well often, *That Which Is Not*. Simply listing the Formal Sciences would take up so much space here that a listing would become almost without purpose. However, for those who may be interested in seeing such a list, they may [CLICK HERE](#).

As to not stray too awfully far from our primary goal and subject, which lies moreso within the interests of Practitioners of Applicable Functionary Metaphysical Disciplines; it should service to state, that the branches of science (also referred to as "the sciences", "scientific fields" and/or as stated: "Scientific Disciplines") are vast and commonly divided into four major groups: Natural Science, which studies natural phenomena (including fundamental forces, which to an extent DOES very much in many ways ON A FAR MORE TECHNICAL LEVEL THAN WE NEED TO GO INTO HERE, lays within the scope of things Metaphysical in nature merely because it deals with 4 of the Fundamental interactions, also known as fundamental forces, which are the interactions in physical systems that do not always “APPEAR” to be reducible to more basic (physical) interactions. A discussion of the four conventionally more accepted fundamental interactions—gravitational, electromagnetic, strong nuclear and weak nuclear (all of which were very operatively well understood and USED by our ancient forebears) is certainly fascinating, yet again strays away well too far from our subject at hand. The only thing I will
The Great Pyramid of Giza was a Nuclear (Reactor) Refueling Station.

And that many MISSED STORIES lay not only in its “proven” purpose as being that of a refueling dock for interplanetary mineral transport vehicles of mass proportion, nor in its mathematically fascinating Cosmic Architecture of which a reading of the book *Serpent In The Sky* (which can be Googled and located in PDF format online) would provide one a much clearer comprehension of those particulars, but the more relative facts regarding its proportions not only reveals the Exact Radial Proportion, Distances and Rotation Velocities of Earth, Moon and Sun, as well as such phenomena as the exact speed of light and locations of heavenly planetary bodies we are only now rediscovering (via data being sent back to earth from Voyager) which by the way also confirms many ancient stories from the African
Dogon tribes of Bamako, Nali, but also how the Extraterrestrial Intelligent Design of the Great Pyramid replicates so exactly certain anatomical configurations (mathematically) of our human body’s physical internal structures that “AS ABOVE, SO BELOW” begins to take on a whole new inferences, of which a premature explanation of (and the natural paradigm shift it would cause) would not at this time serve to be in our reader’s best interest as it relates to our much higher immediate goal and objective.

This much higher, more immediate goal to be laid out within “THE KEY” is what would most defiantly fall into the category of UNAUTHORIZED KNOWLEDGE. Although much of what is explained here are material facts which for the most part are hidden in clear sight, the other portion, the actual revealing of the operative metaphysical mechanisms, which knowing makes possible The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity, is of most importance.

As will be laid out in extremely clear and comprehensive detail is my understanding of an opinion deeply rooted in science that an Uplifting of Fallen Humanity can only be accomplished by practitioners of the most important Functionary factor of Moorish Science; the reanimation of a physical manifestation of an actual operative mechanism existing within the cellular structure of the Human DNA. The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity is not in its exoteric reality socially superficial in any manner. It is not simply doing right, treating one another with more respect and kindness, nor even learning to cease our primal ego driven juvenile, trivial squabbling amongst our various tribes, factions, groups and/or Nations.

There is an actual global energy frequency which must be reestablished, one which if not reestablished soon will not merely cause the coming about of a physical catastrophe of global proportion as has occurred at least five times previously, but literally cause the obliteration, an actual universal data fabric purging or more succinctly, our simple erasure. And I’m not talking about “as though” we never existed”. I’m talking; as mind boggling as it may be for our finite minds to absorb or comprehend, we will laterally enter into a state of or become what I call “Never Was-ness or try this one on for size Retro-morphos-izasion to a state of never having existed AT ALL! And yes! I’m talking the entire third dimension/THE ABSOLUTE ABSENCE OF PHYSICALITY/ NO MATTER IN ANY FORM - Less Than Nothingness! NEVER WASNESS!

But ...... now that I’ve gotten that out of my system, preventing that from occurring is what “THE KEY” is all about, as well as (while we’re at it) attending to The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity (as instructed)! This time however, it will be sustaining. And that is why we have been given “THE KEY” So let us begin the process of unlocking the mystery and learning HOW TO DO IT! And, since there is a cosmic remedy, it will be done! REMEMBER - NATURE CREATES NOTHING THAT WILL NOT BE PUT INTO PURPOSE! SO, . . . to save a great deal of writing and also allow for a break, while we continue our expansion of learning on this same theme; I would like to ask that you take a moment to listen to the audio to which THIS LINK is connected. Doing so will further expand your base comprehension, if you keep in mind the Eurocentricity of its presenter is not at all an issue when understanding there is only one truth and keep in mind its true origin.
The Following 4 Page Insert Is A Public Service Announcement From TheMoorishLearningCenter.com
The MoorishLearningCenter.com is a ready to use OTE (Online Teaching Environment) for the technically challenged, all put together and ready for you to start getting paid for teaching others what you know right away from day ONE!

If you have certain Useful Skills, Knowledge and/or Wisdom(s) that you’d like to pass along to others, why not get paid for doing so from the comfort of your own home.

- An easy and ready to use Online University Styled Class Room, with every robust teaching aid you could possibly imagine at your fingertips along with Preassembled Internet Shopping Cart Technologies all ready to start sending your pecuniary compensations directly to your bank at the flip of a switch.

- Multimedia Ready in minutes. Teach using audio, slide show presentations and/or video along with your written or oral course and testing material.

Specifying the price of your course as a one-time payment, or continuing recurring course (subscription) based payment plan is easy as 1, 2, 3.

1. Add a price
2. Select payment type
3. Enter Recurring Billing (if needed)
- **Set Lesson Timers**: Set minimum amount of time that must be spent per lesson
- **Use User Profiles**: For tracing your student’s activities and course progress
- **Dynamic Forums**: Private or Public course specific forums for your enrolled users
- **Manage Assignments**: Comment and approve on submitted assignments
- **Flexible Prerequisites**: Set course, lesson, and quiz based prerequisites
- **Expire Access**: Ability to restrict access after a specified amount of days

**If you love teaching, than your going to love getting paid to do what you love!**
Because nothing’s more comfortable than your own home, no other learning experience could be any more comfortable than classes taken at “YOUR” MoorishLearningCenter.com

SMART PHONE FRIENDLY

Weather it’s one of our Group or Move At Your Own Pace singular self enriching course on Moorish History and Culture, an on-line guitar, art or poetry class; a Moorish centered Constitutional and/or Common Law study courses, our smartphone and iPad or Android friendly technology allows you to continue your time flexible classes from any convenient location you wish without interruption.

Learn At Your Own Pace

You your the kind of person who prefers individualized learning apposed to group instruction, how about a One-On-One Moorish Science Metaphysics and/or Astrology Course taught by a master adept in your discipline of choice? You can think of our highly qualified course instructors as Uber Tutors transporting your level of knowledge to whatever learning plateau you desire. We’ve already began screening applications and vetting applicants of qualified tutors, trainers and teachers perfect for your specific learning needs and/or learning level.

Objective Oriented

Be your need one of our Newly Conscience FREE Culture Classes, a little more advanced personal self enrichment Netu Neter, Kybalion or Light of Egypt Book Study Clubs or Certified Vocational Training from within what we call our
Within the framework of our protected **New Era Job Skills Department(s)**, we are currently in the process of making arrangements to meet your needs in all of these areas, tailored by the input of what you are willing to inform us of as being your desire. And, please recognize; we will not know what those desires are unless you take the active initiative to inform us what that is as we are constructing **THE MOORISH (ON-LINE) LEARNING CENTER(S)**.

This EXTREMELY COURAGEOUS, BOLD & NEW (100% Nationalized) Moorish American initiative; entitled the “**MoorishLearningCenter.com**” (currently fully funded by sponsored of the **MoorishDirectory.com**) is only possible with your interest.

The only consideration we ask is that you please ponder upon the value of taking a moment to recognize the work being put toward the process of activity attempting to inform our community of what is a possible REALITY. The importance of every individual to recognize the value in RE-educating all willing within our community(via the best real world technologies available) in a manner now relied at disposal. It stands true that, if we have the resources and are willing to attempt to bering such a vision to fruition, you to should (accept the responsibility,) be willing at a minimum to consider the possibilities it our not to distant future. That’s What We Call You Decision!

We recognize the average individual is economically unable to afford constructing such a valuable educational infrastructure by way of their own limited economic resources, that is why we are so compelled and committed to do what ever we must (within our ability) to create the mechanism(s), vehicles and facilitative support mechanisms you not only desire, but NEED NOW to actively meet the noble task of uplifting our Moorish consciousness ——— ONE MOOR at a time (FIRST); that …. we may move prudently with compassion toward the much larger endeavor of (assisting in the process of) uplifting the totality of fallen humanity as so Divinely Inspired for us to fulfill.
Your Mind and Your Consciousness are two separate (non-)things. And, as strange as it may sound, both are based upon actual physical shapes we call **SACRED GEOMETRY**, which is not merely the symbolism representing Spiritual Reality.

The above will be explained, but first know: Science and Spirit in reality have much in common, opposed to how we have been programmed to view their relationships as being opposites, opposed to two complimentary parts of a whole.

Proponents of both say that our universe began similarly. **AS A SINGULARITY** or, deriving from one source with one force being the cause for the existence of the other.

In Science they call the beginning **THE BIG BANG**, wherein every thing was at one point an ultra compressed infinitesimal indivisible unit which suddenly exploded releasing all of the source of all energy which has ever and which will ever exist: **AS OUR UNIVERSE**. When it comes to such matters there are no coincidences.

In Religion this beginning is called **Creation**. Both **science and religion** say everything started from a single source which expanded outward and became **all of that which is**. Also in both Science and Spirituality, **LIGHT** or **PHOTON** energy as it’s known scientifically, is said to have played a critically important role, which should by no measure be overlooked.

The Spiritual and Technological aspects of these matters are both simply **MOORISH SCIENCE**! Moorish Science is simply the explanation of those things which are spiritual and physical. In **true** Moorish Science, Spirituality and Science are inseparable as it also should be with Law, Government, Politics and Commerce!

The overlapping symbols to the right brings into form a triad from a duality, expressed as an extremely spiritual symbol shaped called **VESICA PISCIS** also shone below.
There are two specific kinds of energy which can be considered as either Male and Female, or Masculine and Feminine. These two energies can be expressed through the following images:

Masculine Energy is Focused (LINEAL) while Feminine or Random, Free and Creative/ Total Unbridled Potential and NEITHER is Greater or Weaker than the other. Male Energy travels in a direct manner (like the red line in the picture below), while Feminine, as stated, is free and can creatively take any unlimited number of actions or what we call potentialities, similar to the curved line in the picture to the right.

A good way of remembering is that Men are boxy, woman have curves.

The shape to the right, called The Fibonacci Spiral is STRAIGHT and CURVED in absolute perfect harmony.

One primary thing to know about this Spiral is that it begins with the number 1, goes forward and is present in ALL LIFE EVERYWHERE!

All matter can be measured geometrically, and all measurable matter has but ONE Common Base. This common bases is called The Platonic Solids.
The compartmental Left Hemisphere of our brain is segregative and looks at parts opposed to the whole of an item, while our feminine or Right Hemisphere is synthesizing and looks at things as a complete or unit. Both actions are important and complimentary of one another.

The male left brain can be thought of as the rational and practical. It however can also be thought of as non-bending or ridged, closed minded and stubborn. The right feminine side is artistic, creative, free flowing and spirited but also compulsive and not as rational.

IN 2011 DR DARYL J BEN OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESENTED EVIDENCE OF FUTURE EVENTS AFFECTING OR HAVING A CAUSAL EFFECT ON PRESENT CONDITIONS. THIS IS CALLED: RETROGRESSIVE PRECOGNITION WHICH IS REAL AND RELEVANT TO OUR SUBJECT, AS YOU WILL SEE.

ITS RELEVANCY WILL ALSO BE EXPLAINED HEREIN. HOWEVER, FOR NOW, WE SIMPLY NEED TO COMPREHENDING THAT

EVERYTHING IN OUR UNIVERSE IS A DIGITAL FRACTAL which can be measured on a geometric scale is, as you will come to find of major of importance. Everything in our universe without exception comes out of the well known following BASE Mathematical Geometric shape: THE FLOWER OF LIFE!

Notice how the VESICA PISCIS comes into being.
As it is above, Platonic solids arrange themselves in what physicists call fractal patterns weaving a matrix in space interconnecting atoms with stars. The scales of the Platonic solid remain constant, following the “Hermetic/Tahutic” principles “AS ABOVE, SO BELOW”. Recent rediscoveries made by astrophysicists have again shown that the Platonic solids are also found within and throughout galaxies. In our galaxy, the ZODIAC with its twelve signs actually has the exact geometry of a dodecahedron with its 12 faces corresponding to the 12 houses or signs of our zodiac. What you may find even more amazing and certainly significant is that the energy structure of the human aura contain the wave interference patterns of the Platonic Solids.

IT IS BELOW!

ANCIENT: OVER 13,000 BC

"NINE" The Universal Stabilizer

The Primary Functionary Access of Reality

\[
\begin{align*}
9 \times 1 &= 09 \\
9 \times 2 &= 18 \\
9 \times 3 &= 27 \\
9 \times 4 &= 36 \\
(1+8) &= 9 \\
(2+7) &= 9 \\
(3+6) &= 9 \\
(4+5) &= 9 \\
6+3 &= 9, \ 7+2 &= 9 \\
&\text{and so on forever!}
\end{align*}
\]

Be it music, DNA, the base Pyramidal Confederations of ALL Cellular Structure, the same rules of Vortex Base Mathematics apply. The number “9” represents the ever non-decaying vibration of the electron/base foundation of our physical OBJECT/ve reality!

The functionality of 3 and 6 operate (from within our non-objective reality, or spiritual plain) similarly to that of (jostling) pistons tethered to the forever stabilizing “9”.

Welcome to Moorish Science

Nothing New Under The Sun

This is what you should be learning
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS:

When we explore the amazing facts that nothing within the world of our ancient forebears was in any manner insignificant, as is shown in the following diagram illustrating how every single line and curve of the very familiar Egyptian Hieroglyphic Symbology (representing in cuneiform: “a sense of ones own self awareness”) is in fact itself a mathematical formula and expression. Each individual part of the symbol is in itself a separate individualized mathematical expression representing a computational mathematical progression, with each denoting one of our 6 PERCEIVED Sensory Faculties which provides and allows each individual the ability to experience a conscious sense of existence within this 4th dimensional plain we call reality, without which we would only be mind without any manner of (known) stimulus by which to perceive our own being within this 4th dimensional realm of existence. Total Sensory Deprivation would deprive us of all of the digitized electronic Sensory Stimuli defining what we perceive as being our environment or perceived reality. ULTRA Orthodox Kabbalists view the world in a manner which is actually extremely similar to many of today’s cutting-edge Physicists who in turn view our reality or existence as being Consciousness
Based; that our Brains (and the very reality we perceive) are in fact a byproduct of our consciousness, opposed to our consciousness being a byproduct of our physical brain as previously thought. In other words, extremely advanced and/or progressive scientists (physicists and a few trailblazing Biochemists) of today are Rediscovering realities of ancient Moorish Science which defines our perceived existence in a far different reality frame than heretofore previously understood.

Without going into this matter to the extent that we will; and more so as a little fun teaser of what is to follow; here we’ll take a brief detour further into a realm of

NEW MIRACLE VALUE

You see, as extremely odd as this may at first sound; numbers are not simply things to help us count apples and oranges. In other words numbers are not simply tools for computations like adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. Without jumping into the thick of it too quickly, but enough to help you to understand critically how relevant numbers are to our
perceptions of reality, a harsh but nevertheless significant TRUTH must be stated: Numbers are the Digital Medium in which we not only perceive this reality; numbers are themselves the consciousness which weaves our very existence into being.

I told you it would most likely at this stage of our exploration sound more than a little strange. The reason it hits you as sounding so strange is only because of the manner in which you unfortunately have been programmed to perceive or devalue the Constitution of Numbers. When it comes to our material world, the number or NODE “4” is where our world takes FORMMMMMMMMMMMM. The NODE or number 4 is the point in which our earthly CONSCIOUSNESS Takes Root into the (MATER-EL) Material World. It is here that the vibrations we perceive as sound and light (vectors) begin their mutually beneficial interlacing in order to make, form or manifest the vibrational quality we value and perceive/receive as PHYSICALITY. The number “4” is the base numerical (New Miracle) of our first physical VALUE, or the point defining the completed component of our “real-world” physical reality SENSED as being Formed.

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10

“4” is and should be comprehended as A LIVING Principle Dynamic of Thought!

Each digit following “4” is merely a re-expression of that which proceeded it, a causal ramification of prior activity.
What we think of as and call the numbers 1 through 9 are in fact alive or animate realities as properties of life within YOU!

- The Number 1 is called or resonates the vibratory frequency called Yud or Yod
- The Number 2 is called or resonates the vibratory frequency called He
- The Number 3 is called or resonates the vibratory frequency called Waw or Va
- The Number 4 is called or resonates the vibratory frequency called Heh – Ha

A DIVINE, NATURAL AND CONSCIOUS MATHEMATIC DYNAMIC OF ANIMATED COSMIC ENERGY

WHICH, WHEN MANIFESTED BECOMES WHAT WE CALL LIFE!

ALL OF THE LAWS OF ENERGY WHICH GOVERN, ANIMATE AND/OR EFFECTUATE OUR INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIBILITY OF THIS 4TH DIMENSIONAL PLAIN OF EXISTENCE WE PERCEIVE AS OUR REALITY.

Pronounced as JAHova or written as YHWA and hidden within the TETRAGRAMMATON because the PREAST considered its VIBRATION much too Sacred for common man to utter or know the true metaphysical significance of, or its origin deriving from ancient Moorish Science.
I recognize the large number of individuals in our community who simply do not possess the monetary means to afford the luxury of paying, but nevertheless do most certainly deserve (just as much as anyone) access to the benefits of the life-altering information contained herein. Simply because I have been so fortunate to have been allotted the desire, energy and capacity to unearth and compile the treasures contained here; no logical reckoning of truth provides me the right to withhold any measure of these principle facts from their true and rightful inheritors. As an independent Full Time Researcher I certainly welcome with much gratitude any donation one may be able to afford in support of my work. I am still quite grateful if no one receiving this material has any means to contribute, because I recognize my calling and how truly fortunate I am to have been given the ability to be a part of the returning of “THE KEY” to you. If however, at any point in the course of your reading you desire to make a small contribution, a link has been provided at the bottom of these pages to accept with my utmost sincere gratefulness and humility any measure of assistance you may be able to afforded.
As an unembellished fact, the information contained within this book is, in a word “GROUNDBREAKING”. The information contained here will avail you access to “THE KEY” critical elements of the previously missing operational and functional portion of our Stolen Moorish SCIENCE. You are, at this very moment, in the process of receiving what heretofore was either distorted or hidden in clear site from us since the time of our ancient forebears.

This Book Reveals “THE KEY”. There is of course much to be said regarding the awakening of consciousness in general, however the primary focus of this material will be dealing precisely with operational specificities pertaining to your Functional Utilization of Pure Moorish Science as the body of knowledge required for you to actually access your Inner Multidimensional Cosmic Energies.

WARNING

Although some of the material and language used within this written material that has been crafted to explain or introduce you to new or perhaps unfamiliar concepts may at times be presented in a humorous fashion or with levity as a means and/or vehicle of delivering a particular point in a more entertaining and enjoyable manner, NOTHING herein is to be taken lightly!

With all actions of any nature being “ONLY RELEVANT TO ONES TRUE “INTENT”; as we go deeper into this material, it is imperative that you keep in the forefront of your mind and consciousness that nothing imparted to you here should in any manner ever be used unlovingly.

IT’S ONLY THE KIND SUPPORT AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAT MAKE MY EFFORTS POSSIBLE.
If your intent is in ANY Manner and/or for ANY Reason not correct and truly loving, there is absolutely nothing within these pages that will be of any benefit to you whatsoever. And if your intent is not altruistic, it’s highly recommended that you cease reading now and go no further!

The reason I used the above italicized, term “hidden in clear site” is, that for the most part, the SACRED and DIVINE information now being revealed here within “THE KEY” was strategically preserved or set-aside by design to serve and support Doctrines of Discovery and other vast and varied spectrums of nefarious future Social Engineering campaigns. As a general rule, these uncivilized and primitive conquering hordes were completely ignorant of the Richly Divine Nature of the materials they plundered. It was quite some time before their Power Driven Priests and the Blood Thirsty Rulers of their first Ptolemaic Soterian Dynastic Orders drastically altered and distorted to such an extent that unfortunately little of value remained to be seen the light of day for thousands of years until its appointed time of representation in this New Divine Era of Moorish Re-enlightenment.

WHAT IS INSIDE

THE KEY

This book contains the actual technological means required to appropriately effect and effectuate the TRANSMUTATIVE process of returning to the “PRECISE” mindset (Metaphysical Quantum Symmetry, Frequency Calibration) of the ancients.
In all honesty, I must first make immediately clear that a full and comprehensive explanation of this DIVINE material is simply far too mathematically technical (in its most pure scientific description) to be of much, if any value to even extremely learned mathematically minded individuals. So “THE KEY” is being crafted in a manner understandable for virtually everyone’s comprehension. Otherwise, if it were not; as someone we all know once said: “You would simply fall asleep.”

Math is a language. One which frankly, many individuals find quite boring, primarily because they don’t understand it, having never been taught properly at the correct stage in life (as a child) in which one should be taught such fundamental elementary matters. This miseducation, was strategically done to you on purpose. So, in order to understand what anyone is expressing through the language of mathematics, one would need to be versed in the complexities of its principles and operational syntax. Knowing a formula’s proper operational process is “THE KEY” to unlocking the scientific knowledge within the equation.

It simply would not be practical to attempt to explain such deep secrets as the reason for our manifested existence and the true nature of our perceived realities’ conscious perceptions, solely through the expression of numbers, the language in which it does in actually exist. To explain the process in its most pure mathematical form would take volumes upon volumes of extremely thick unabridged books to explain all of its complexities from a technical vantage point. However, and fortunately, “THE KEY” will systematically break down and unfold for you even the most technical aspects of its fascinating practical functionalities. In a very logical manner the DIVINE beauty of what has been hidden from you for eons, will by way of “THE KEY” bring these mysteries out of the realm of esoteric code, into the light of common man for all to understand without great difficulty. There will however (of course) be certain matters which are simply well beyond the grasp and comprehension of our objective and finite human minds’
capabilities to perceive (at this stage of our development). But, those matters are actually of no true significant consequence to us at this point in our evolution.

As for the minor amount of math that will be required to follow along logically (in order for one to arrive at a point of full comprehension) it will be presented in a manner that will make (even what may at first appearance seem extremely) difficult concepts resolve to mere child’s play. Here’s an example, just to put your mind at ease. If one not being well versed in math were to hear a term, phrase or question like,. **What is the DIGITAL ROOT OF 9**, their eyes may glaze over as their mind fade to blank. But, with “**THE KEY**“, one can always see the hidden reality that nothing is difficult if you possess the knowledge residing within “**THE KEY**”.

What would you say if I told you that you can learn within the very short span of only a few brief moments, not only what Digital Roots are, but also literally QUICKLY calculate (in your head, without the aid of a calculator) how to mathematically cipher the (new-miracle) DIGITAL ROOTS of **9,722,954.00** (Nine Million, Seven Hundred And Twenty Two Thousand, Nine Hundred and Fifty Four.) Think you can’t? Your 100% WRONG! You’ve only been automatically programmed to think you haven't the ability to do it.

The following is by no means an indication that “**THE KEY**” is math heavy. It’s not. The following is simply to prove a point!

**A WISE MAN ONCE SAID:**

**THE NUMBER 9 GOVERNS TIME AND SPACE**
& CAN APPEAR BOTH TO EXIST AND NOT EXIST AT THE SAME TIME.

So now you’re saying, . . . Oh yea, . . . I see, . .
IT’S NOW AS CLEAR AS SPLIT PEA SOUP!

Don’t despair.

You see, what our ancient forebears had was, a knack of keeping things simple!

HERE WE GO!

Close your eyes, and for a brief moment, imagine yourself sitting CALMLY at the foot of an Adept Master Teacher who is about to impart to you the secret of calculating DIGITAL ROOTS.

While pointing toward a black board on which the number 458 is written, he presents a series of simple statements:

Add the two numbers which equal 9. Now throw them away, almost as though they don’t even exist.

Remember the wise man said... “9 APPEARS TO BE EXISTENT AND NONEXISTENT AT THE SAME TIME”

You’ve just solved the equation:

What is the digital Root of 458?

How Long Did That Take?

‘THE KEY’ EXISTS IN YOUR GENETIC MEMORY.
WE’RE SIMPLY UNLOCKING IT!

Let’s say, the Master may have rephrased his statement as:
Add together all the numbers, until you have but one.

4 + 5 + 8 = 17 ............... 1 + 7 Again = 8 is the Digital Root!

Now that you can figure out Digital Roots. QUICKLY, IN YOUR HEAD

THE ADEPT NOW ASKS YOU TO CALCULATE
THE DIGITAL ROOT OF

9,722,954

Which you now know is done by considering everything that equals 9 as 0.

A METHOD MATHEMATICIANS CALL CASTING OUT 9s
AS IF THEY WERE ZEROS OR SIMPLY NOT THERE AT ALL.

Or, if you really wanted to go the longer route of adding up all the numbers, you’d still get the same number, because, 9+7+2+2+9+5+4 = 38 and 3+8 = 11 and 1+1 Again Equals “2”

9, 7 2 2 9 5 4

NOW YOU SEE
The Digital Root!

See How Easy That Was?

So,.... in any event, that quick example showed you how a thing which at first appears extremely difficult on the surface (only because you may be unfamiliar with the procedure (or mind trick) or, . . perhaps you’ve simply been PROGRAMED to believe the subject matter MATHEMATICS IN GENERAL is not easy and is beyond your ability to comprehend) when in fact, its actually actuality quite simple, once you KNOW “THE KEY”. So now you see (just in
case you did doubt yourself.) Like I said: “Within the very short span of only a few brief moments you’ve not only learned what a Digital Root is, you now literally also know how to calculate (in your head and without the aid of a calculator) how to QUICKLY cipher out the mathematical computational code for The DIGITAL ROOTS of **9,722,954.00** (Nine Million, Seven Hundred And Twenty Two Thousand, Nine Hundred and Fifty Four.) in your head CORRECTLY as being 2.

Although, later along the way we will in fact delve into much, much deeper matters and show clearly how your MIND and your CONSCIOUSNESS are not at all synonymous with one another; our logical overall agenda here is simply to help the average individual, like you and I, to see ways in which to comprehend (in relatively layman’s terms,) **THE TRUE MEANING OF LIFE AND OUR ACTUAL PURPOSE OF OUR BEING IN THIS UNIVERSE.** The reemergence of YOUR DIGITAL GENETIC MEMORY will reenter the realm of your conscious knowledge like the DIVINE unfolding spin symmetry of OUR Milky-way Galaxy or a beautiful rose, (as above so below) as YOU begin to truly comprehend all of the wondrous new miracles to be explained in the fascinating material to follow in “THE KEY”!

**THERE IS ONE MINOR POINT (IN SIZE) BUT VERY IMPORTANT IN SCOPE , REGARDING TECHNOLOGICAL MATTERS IN GENERAL:**

Unfortunately a small, yet nevertheless much required, abbreviated explanation of certain essential rudimentary elements must remain in our synopsis to preserve the important moving parts of practical functionary elements upon which our perceptions of reality is based. Because, as you will soon discover, the easy stuff is what hides the important nuts and bolts holding together how this whole reality thing actually works; and that is “THE KEY”.

BUT . . . . . FEAR NOT !
Despite the above last statement, fortunately (even though I will not need to) I’m quite confident and comfortable in my belief and ability to explain all of the important moving parts of the otherwise seemingly difficult issues of our subjects’ more technical points in a manner in which an average individual will have very little difficulty comprehending. But, even more fortunately for you, as stated above “I will not need to” try to accomplish this alone. Since all of what needs to be explained could never fit within the confines of this book, much of what will be explained will be done so by means of referencing and accessing the facts of Actual Indisputable Experts in all of the various fields required to explain “THE KEY” realities required to return you to the mindset AND FREQUENCY of your ancient forbearers. And now that I’ve promised that, I guess it’s now my responsibility to follow through with delivering the goods!

So here we go: **VIEW THIS INTRODUCTORY VIDEO REGARDING FRACTALS FIRST!**

Since we can’t (as they would say) eat the Entire Elephant at one sitting; this first installment, which should efficiently start you toward comprehending a large amount of your **Real World and The Practical Esoteric Questions regarding WHO YOU ARE** (as in: “Man Know Thyself”), we’ll start slowly. **THIS LINK** is also to a video regarding FRACTALS which is imperative for you to comprehend before you begin to understand **“AS ABOVE SO BELOW.”**

When spiritual aspects of human society and their institutions drift astray from their original course of spiritual and DIVINE Intent, it is a **RESULT of the governing principles** which causes individuals to come along with their task of stimulating modifications of thought within man’s consciousness / as course correctors, providing

**IT’S ONLY THE KIND SUPPORT AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAT MAKE MY EFFORTS POSSIBLE.**
BEFORE THE BEGINNING
by
Jonathan Bey

Before the beginning there was nothing (no-thing), no matter, no physical substance, no objects, liquid, gas nor solid.

There was only a singular non-material existence, a pure and completely stable unified undifferentiated existence, possessing the ultimate of possibilities.

And among these possibilities was illusion of TIME itself.

That beginning was the simplest of understandings, a pure primordial conscience... the knowledge... “I AM.”

And with the occurrence of that First Event, TIME BEGAN.

And that first event was immediately followed by another... the occurrence of the first desire I WILL.

Instantaneously by way of the WILL came an unfathomable complex non-physical multidimensional expanse in which all nonmaterial, nonobjective principalities (the force(s) governing order, cause and effect) would come forth, exist and reside.

And by way of these balanced forces (the enabling extensions of the singular unified undifferentiated existence), the Will allowed for the presence of a space (beyond probability) in which material things of the most primordial physical objective nature could and would come into BEING and exist: The Alpha Cosmogulum within the singular stream of consciousness.

With unity persisting, here all events in the physical and objective realm of the Omni-singular Existence would occur.

This place, the here and now, the realm of present is where the individual nature (for all present intent) resides.

For many, if not most, this (the universal aspect of us, our unified oneness, that which all things and beings are intrinsically linked) operates beyond the perceptions of our physical conscious precepts; and it is this one fact which stands as our only true dividing point, our inability to recognize our ONENESS and that ONENESS is Pure

Unadulterated/Unconditional Love, that which BESTOWS.

IT'S ONLY THE KIND SUPPORT AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAT MAKE MY EFFORTS POSSIBLE.
enough to shift our human sociological structure back onto is intended proper course.

Examples of such individuals would be John The Baptist and his cousin Yasua Ben Usef/Jesus The Nazarene; and more modern times, Marcus Garvey and of course Our UNIVERSAL Prophet: first called at birth Timothy Drew and later Noble Drew Ali and finally - “El Hajj Sharif Abdul Ale”. Highest of Honors to them all.

And, as a side note, before we proceed, I would like to provide an extrapolated Translation of:

“El Hajj Sharif Abdul Ale”

A Universal Servant of Allah, Who Traveled Here, To Instruct And Direct The Moors’ Divine & National Movement To Aid In The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity

And, it was through the institution our Divine Prophet conceived that his instruction would direct our understanding and encouragement to Study, Study, Study that we might one day all comprehend the
reasoning behind his defined primary requirements as well as his intended objectives for coming as a

UNIVERSAL TEACHER.

Although we do of course have within our Divine and National Movement our MOORISH HOLY TEMPLES OF SCIENCE established by Noble Drew Ali, along with all of its subordinate temples throughout The Americas and elsewhere for Divine Instruction via our Holy Koran Circle “7”; we must nevertheless in being responsible with ourselves recognizes that all Subordinate Temples are (for lack of being able to put it a kinder way) not all created equal. Many are not even teaching what they should. Some unfortunately are in-fact harming more than they are helping. But on that subject, that is up to you; your activism, and activating those Moors coming in with their Eyes Wide Open! It is you and those other active and correct-minded studious Moors in your individual local communities that will need to be
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the ones to bring the proper corrective measures to your own local chapters (chartered and uncharted alike).

But that is not the subject of this book. And I don’t want us to get sidetracked or embroiled in the affairs to the disharmony or apparent lack of trust and unity among our institutions, groups and respective leaders, elders or adepts. What will however come out of this exploration is a far better scientific understanding of why that aforementioned unity, harmony and cohesiveness is so critically important!
And believe me, what you will receive here in “THE KEY” is not at all ANY thing similar to the regular/ordinary answers or mundane explanations provided elsewhere regarding the ACTUAL METHODOLOGY of actually activating functional principles of Ancient Moorish Science, and placing the cosmic forces into effect and practical utilization as would a true practitioner. “THE KEY” will provide you access to the true powers residing within your DNA and, Omnipotent Latent Energies of Your Cosmic Being!
Further, what in my understanding is even more important and exciting will be that your ingesting, digesting, decoding and utilization of the scripts written upon these pages will instill in you such a far, far better COMPREHENSION and comfortable TRUSTED UNDERSTANDING of the true Scientific meaning and physical importance of our credo’s first principle “LOVE” than EVER presented in these present days!

I know that’s a though, no. . . . . ENORMOUS statement to project; but trust me, when we’re done, you will, I am certain, undoubtedly agree with me 100%!

With all Ego aside, while allowing un-bashful reality to be known; the focus of our subject can justifiably be identified as pure UNADULTERATED SCIENCE in the True and Most DIVINE Sense of The Word!
Although “THE KEY” will as promised provide you access to the higher realm(s) of beneficial life altering information, as well as a number of interesting and extremely important Moorish websites which we should by all means continue enthusiastically partaking of; it is also imperative that

WE NEVER STOP STUDYING THE WORDS OF OUR PROPHET

NOBLE DREW ALI
AND
CONTINUE STUDYING OUR DIVINELY PREPARED
HOLY KORAN

EACH AND EVERY DAY!

As for and in addition to the extremely important cite-link noted above and others such as TheMoorishDirectory.com and The Moorish Archives of Tehuti which provides ambitious students and aspiring
Moorish Adept Initiates information pertaining to a plethora of extremely worthwhile bodies of information e.g.:

- The Kemetian Adept Manual of The Carpenters' Tools and The Re-Constructing of the Ancient and Most Exalted Grand “Qa”

- The Ausarian Metaphorein and 7 Divisions of Sprit, The 7 Principles of Wisdoms: MENTALISUM, CORRESPONDENCE, VIBRATION, POLARITY, RHYTHM, CAUSE AND EFFECT AND GENDER, The 7 Creative Spirits of Allah, Planes of Manifestation Before The Fall of Man

- Preparatory information on Mu-Ra-Ka-Ba and The Moorish Kaba of Allah, The Divine Apparatus of The Moorish Adept

- As well as further Preparatory Information pertaining to and addressing functional The Apparatus of the Spirit Plane e.g.: {CHERIBUIM} “But man himself is not the body, nor the soul; he is a spirit and a part of Allah.” Creative Fate gave to man, to spirit-man, a soul that he might function on the plane of soul; So spirit-man as seed of Allah held deep within himself the attributes of every part of Allah. Now, seeds are perfect, yea, as perfect as the source from which they come; but they are not unfolded into life made manifest. The child is as perfect as the mother is. So man, the seed must be deeply planted in a soil that he might grow, unfold, as does the bud unfold to show the flower. Man cannot die; the spirit-man is one with Allah, and while Allah lives man cannot die.” All of which I feel are of extreme importance and would be a well advised place to begin your studies of
these matters as to prepare yourself for the material contained herein or on cites and videos of which access to will be provided herein.

In order to enhance the **probabilities** of MAXIMIZING possibilities, our Prophet, Noble Drew Ali **stressed** that a **“SCIENTIFIC”** Based Spiritual **Curriculum** was for us REQUIRED!

So, with that, . . . .

Humbly I present this to our collective, The Moorish Nation of North America [The North Gate] of which I am "part and parcel" and **TRUST** it may be a beneficial **CONTRIBUTION** to my Nation, and conjoin with the greater collective of progressive active Moors working toward our universally beneficial "work(s)-in-progress" the fulfillment of that noble task in which we have been so charged to accomplish:

**The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity.**
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A natural truth, in need of exposure, to \textbf{ALL} dwelling on this ‘Terrestrial Plane’ is:

That hidden or suppressed awareness of particular Ancient (g\textbf{Nosis}) Knowledge, and the related nature driven influence of ‘Our Human Life Cycle’ and of the proper development of \textbf{TRUE} ‘Culture’. So, it is now that we embark upon this first discussion regarding our All-embracing, Timeless, Universal Lessons, \textbf{OUR COLLECTIVE} Human Evolution in Progress;

Toward AGAIN Revealing Critical TRUTHS before our next cycle of \textbf{ASSURED SELF-ALIENATION}.

The \textbf{Rightful access} to ancient teachings of Civilized Truths can be viewed as analogous to:
The ‘Birthrights’ of every Woman, Man and Child.

Cosmic Evolution and Progress applies to the development of Human \textbf{Genus} and to all else.
This knowledge is (as you will come to see for yourself with new found wisdoms) an inseparable aspect of our Birthrights, those ‘Rights’ which arise at birth, and are divinely and naturally entitled by Hereditament to the ‘Natural Being with inseparable Spiritual CoExistence with our Inextricable Creator’! These Divine Rights are consonant with equity and the ‘light’ of TRUTH in nature.

Along the paths and travels of YOUR life, across the physical plane, and at intermittent times in the life of the "Divine Being", manifested in human flesh, one will, and must, be tried, tempered, and tested.

The "tempering" of the Being (Self) comes by, and is led through and by the experiences, sensations and nuances which are destined to allow one to "see" and/or as well as to "in-see", with that In-Seeing or [Insight] relating to our innate ‘inner-vision’. That is the ‘internal sight’ that (in the course of...
meditative though) is the active co-a-les-cence of one’s mental perception(s). And it is these mental perceptions which define our individual realities. Without these separate experiences we would be as we were in the beginning.... The Word!

And with it being fact that your insights will evoke to project a clarity (in mind) of that which is abstract, by way of our inner-visions, I encourage you to marinate in a quiet moment upon these postulations, that they may take seed; and in their future blossoming of your promised tranquil fearlessness..... LOVE.

You can rest assured that the fruitful activation of your pineal ‘insights’ will impart a glimpse of a future ‘knowing’, which awaits beneath the surface of your future secure ‘pre-sence’ in and of your MIND.
The Ancient Ones (our Fore-Mothers and Fore-Fathers) established high culture disciplines, wherein, and whereas, one could, or would, apply such Scientific disciplines for the purpose and function of ‘Self-Study’ and for positive, applied ‘Character Building and Development’, etc.; similar in nature to that which you will find in the ‘Self-Study’ philosophies and disciplines embodied within the cosmology of your own body’s Astrologics as was and remains present amidst the glyphic forms, signs and symbols of your ancient forbearers.

STEP 1.
Stop anthropomorphizing Allah!

One of the most ancient philosophical and religious phrases, known to civilization is the phrase, “Man, Know Thyself”. Which esoterically suggests insights...
into that foundation of our Ancient High Culture and Philosophy as has been projected to you in the truth of I, Self, Law, Am Master — (I.S.L.A.M.) - the Sacred Science of the Ancient Moabites / Moors encoded within YOUR DNA.

AND SO WE BEGIN!

The point and purpose of this first part of this discussion is to offer an expanded view of reality and of your relationship to that reality that is useful and helpful to you in a direct and practical way and to identify what may be hindering some of us from achieving our realistically achievable goals.

Now, . . . if you can hang in there with me through some of the more rudimentary definitions and required explanations of the realistic components of OUR MOORISH SCIENCE and metaphysical social dynamics, I can promise (FOR THOSE Paying Close Attention) you will have no difficulty in comprehending not only the method of my madness,
but also the metho-do-logical necessity of the procession required to un-program certain myths heretofore accepted as fact without question, and of course instill anew few fledgling considerations of value.

QUESTION:

What is the Opposite of LOVE?

The Answer Is:

“FEAR”

I’ll explain in a moment. And, the explanation is not only profound, the understanding of it is critical to your having any opportunity to participate in the Uplifting of Fallen Humanity.

The first part of this exploration has to do with understanding how those we aspire to emulate or become similar to (in nature, . . as in their
intent, opposed to merely perceived superficial behavioral activities) arrived at their Priorities will help us to see what practical things (we in a timely manner) may start exercising, putting into “actual” as well as “properly functioning” beneficial practice in our own lives WHILE YOU STILL HAVE TIME. . . .

If it’s not realistically practical for YOU, or arrived at in a timely manner, it will be of little value, no matter how wise the information bestowed may be.

ALLAH IS
PURE UNADULTERATED LOVE
A PROPERTY:
UNHINDERED ALTRUISTIC BESTOWING.

In most discussions of this sort, for the sake of starting on common ground, we should first establish a minimum base of commonly agreed upon prefaces as being accepted truths.
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If we can agree that our Divine Prophet had a logical understanding of what was required of us to awaken and reanimate our inherent positive qualities to free minds and fulfill our needs; we must in turn also agree that our Prophet must have also identified and delineated for (and to) us, real world remedies and sustainable solutions existing as aspects of the two part mechanism he provided.

**Question:** What is that TWO Part Mechanism?  
**Answer:** Our Divine & National Movement, . . . and with that, consider the logic within the following:

Would it not also be logical that **the most important aspect of that two part mechanism be mentioned first** (the term Divine).

For me, it was through certain Howard University scholars that I first heard of our Prophet, **Noble Drew Ali** under the Title: **PROFESSOR Drew** a brilliant Scientist, employing his Logical Style of Genius as it would best be applied within the field of Multinational Socio-political Sciences.  
And it was not until 30 years latter that it was made known to me who this Professor Drew was.
So, although that is PERHAPS somewhat unfortunate, in actuality, I feel as though I have somewhat of the advantage, having first been introduced to his wisdom as a Scientist.

This gave me a basis of foundation from which to analyze and perceive the MOST BASIC, PRIMAL Foundational Disciplines of his INTENT as being soundly rooted in SCIENCE!

A "PROCESS" based systems encompassing the systematic STUDY of the “structures” as well as The Cause & Effectual behavior of this reality.

(From the word SYSTEMATIC (SYSTE = CORE AND MATIC as in automatic, delineating
we get such words as **SYSTEMIC** - or, what is connected to root of a matter).

Although Professor Drew emphasized the critical importance of the second part of **HIS** two part mechanism by stressing: “If you do nothing else NATIONALIZE”.

Because this certainly denotes (scientifically) **NATIONALIZATION** as being a Mandatory Element, . . but does in no manner detract from the term “DIVINE” as being strategically placed in.

The Position of **1st** Priority !

**A matter to be understood as being of CRITICAL IMPORTANCE: SCIENTIFICALLY**

• 1.) Nationalizing is the first process toward legitimizing any National movement, because, **INDIVIDUALS Coalescing** is Self Evidently
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indicative of “A Movement”, and doing so (coalescing via Nationalization) is Nation Building.

2.) And frankly: Nationalizing is a relatively easy process.

Focusing upon an understanding of PROFESSOR Drew’s practicality employed scientifically will help us to appreciate his logical sequencing of actual priorities.

I’ll explain:

THE PROCESS SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY IS NEVER ARBITRARY

1. Make observation
2. Think of Pertinent Questions
3. Formulate Hypotheses
4. Develop Testable Predictions
5. Gather Data To Test Predictions
6. Refine, Alter, Expand or Reject Hypotheses or go on to Developing General Theories
7. MAKE NEW OBSERVATION based on your previous process. Then come to a conclusion to rest upon, and ACT from as being fact.
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So, when I consider anything Professor Drew (our Divine Prophet, Noble Drew Ali) may have said or done, I always first, (respectively of his consistent logic), do so within the context of a full comprehension and RESPECT of the underlying rationale, in relation to the legitimate SCIENTISM employed.

The Empirical Science from which it stems or stems! The “7” is not purely exoteric NUMEROLOGY.

However, we will see further along in our study how significant aspects of the NODE/number 7 and its relationship to the LOVE evoking mechanics your physical and spiritual body organs/chakra and the extremely significant role it plays in relation to the operation and purpose of our DNA and SEVEN CENTRIFUGAL MUSCLES OF THE HEART.

In your physical Belief & Faith make way for WISE DOME through the process of acquiring your own personal knowledge.

**Scientism** |ˈsɛnˌtɪzm| Defined:

noun - thought or expression regarded as characteristic of scientists.

* excessive belief or confidence in the power of scientific knowledge, methodologies and techniques!
The primary connector of our (that two part mechanism) Divine and National Movement at the time of our prophet was the institution The Moorish Temple within its name containing the key clue to the methodology that MUST be Employed!

In order to enhance the probabilities of MAXIMIZING possibilities, he stressed that a “SCIENTIFIC” Based Spiritual Curriculum As PREREQUISITE/MANDATORY REQUIREMENT!

What is that word clue?

SCIENCE

QUESTION:

And what is the first principle of our Moorish Canon as well as primary functional directive.

Answer: LOVE!

TRUTH, PEACE FREEDOM AND JUSTICE
When we think of the Alpha and The OMEGA, we understand that to be The Beginning and the End or AS I DO: THE END AS THE OUR NEW BEGINNINGS

• JUSTICE is mine saith the Lord.

• Not “VENGEANCE”.

That was a translation by an extremely limited comprehension or James Steward’s (Purely Eurocentric) Nicene Political Body, a thoroughly ruthless system based upon Corporal Punishment and VENGEANCE not even conscious enough containing within its LEXICON a reasonable ability to translate the word JUSTICE! The closest Steward and his clan could get to interpreting the morally complex nature and constitution of the word JUSTICE was “VENGEANCE” is mine saith the lord.

Another major Moorish saying is:

“We must first learn to LOVE instead of Hate”

This brings us to our IMPERATIVE Metaphysical course correction and new journey we are now EMBARKING UPON!
That is why Buddha, Mohammed, Jesus, and others before them came, to make the course corrections, as did our last Prophet, Noble Drew Ali.

He came to take the veil off ALL mysteries!

The 13 Sacred Keys
And as I would put it, there are only: **Missed Stories**!

And the missed story is as follows:

As we go forward, please keep in mind that we are in fact headed toward and will be providing an actual explanation of the functional implementation of actual True Moorish Science, not simply hypothesizing and **NOT SIMPLY TALKING ABOUT IT**!
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We are going to discuss how to apply the disciplines of both Biology and Physics and by doing so expand the possibilities “IN A PRACTICAL AND USEFUL” UTILIZATION and Practical Practice of each as they do most assuredly operate harmoniously in tandem with one another, because the reality of their dynamics are interdependent upon one another.

So, Our 1st. subject is CONSCIOUSNESS & PHYSICS!

It may help to think of CONCISENESS is A “CON” - (simply perception) of the Science of Physics - The realm of our Physical Reality.

In Consciousness and physics, consciousness is the Super-system of our local physical reality.

We must start with two accepted premises.

• Consciousness Exists

• Complex Systems Evolve for their exclusive benefit.
Systems that are self changing will change to their benefit or in keeping with what is most profitable for their own evolitional survival of their own existence.

With simply those two basic 1 and 2 assumptions you can derive all other correct assumptions.

WE can derive 1st.:
Our own consciousness - within our own local reality.

And secondly, we can also derive:

The nature of the basic physical facts and nature of our basic local reality as well as derive the how or why they exist - or - the reason and purpose of our own purpose and being.

You can also from this (understanding that all basic matter is or are aspects of mere probability distributions) understand this on the micro as well as macro level (AS ABOVE SO BELOW).
Third you can also derive RELATIVITY, which is simply based on the one central fact that the speed of light is a constant, LIGHT TRAVELS AT A CONSTANT SPEED! It does not depend on the velocity of its source. Its speed is always constant. And by that fact Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (e = MC Squared) simply falls into the understanding of some basic algebraic propositions.

In our Particular (and Fractal) Virtual Reality, time moves in VERY, VERY, VERY, VERY, VERY finite incremental stages called Delta Ts.

Each and every Delta T,... Time updates itself.

Delta Ts are EXTREMELY fast! We talking roughly 30 TRILLION times faster than our most powerful modern computers on earth can calculate.
However, even though we’re talking ultra fast, it can still only move at the rate of these Delta Ts **INCREMENTS**. Like the hands on a clock Moving each-second, ONE TICK AT A TIME. We can see the space in between each second as we can the time measurement or procession of each Delta T. So we’re talking 30 TRILLION TIMES to the Tenth Magnitude PER SECOND is the time it takes for our REALITY UNIT or INCREMENT to UPDATE ITSELF!

**That’s as fast as matter can move** from one location to another. NO FASTER! Than Delta Ts.

CONSCIOUSNESS however IS **much, much, much, much, much, much** faster!

So although physics has figured out the math of these facts......... Few have an understanding as to the WHY it works in the manner in which it does,,,,,,. Or for that matter, why matter began as probability distributions.
They only know that you can use these facts to experiment and explore the fundamental behavior of this thing we call reality and you will always receive **EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE** that it is so! Empirical, again being something which is measurable, and that you will always receive the same results no matter whose running the experiment or how many times it is run. You will always receive the same exact answer. **It will never fluctuate! That’s a rule! That’s a LAW!** ....... So, we call it fact or EMPIRICAL evidence. Like Emperor . . . the highest or most agreed upon evidence that can be verified. Know that although science may now know the “HOW” of how these things operate as they do in our material world, **the scientists do not understand the why!**

And that is because they are working from within their own SUB-set not their SUB-sets’s super set.

We are part of a natural evolution of a march larger Super Set!
All mysteries of our physical world fade as we understand the rudimentary realities of the dynamics of the superset in which our sub-set resides.

All of the Para-normal becomes Normal!

Placebo Effects become simply an understanding of Mind Over Matter. Now we’re getting somewhere!

ALL becomes comprehensibly NORMAL when viewed from the vantage point of our Super Set!

The following may sound strange, but it is true.

There is only one answer to every meaningful question.
This (OUR) Reality Frame is not the only reality frame.

That’s the over view of the general frame work.

AS I GO FORWARD ALSO KEEP IN MIND THAT THE ATOMS WHICH MAKE UP THE CELLS OF OUR HUMAN BODIES ARE 99.999 % NON PHYSICAL!

ONLY ONE PERCENT of WHO WE ARE IS PHYSICAL!

Pain, Hate And Fear ARE Extremely MONETARILY Profitable PSYCO-BIO-PROGRAMS!

I’ll Come Back To That!
Western Biology is based upon a Neu-toe-nee-um based science, which is based upon life being a matter of cellular mechanical physiologies.

GENETIC DETERMINISM states that genetics determine one fate.

That Is Also Incorrect!

COLLEGE LEVEL BIOLOGY IS SIMPLY A FUNDAMENTAL REDUCTIONIST VIEW BASED UPON THE MECHANICAL FUNCTIONALITY AND THE BEHAVIOR OF CELLULAR GENETIC DNA.

THAT CELLULAR BEHAVIOR IS A GENETIC DETERMINANT.

That view dictates that we are victims without self control.

THIS IS NOT SO!

EVEN THOUGH MUCH OF THIS SEEMS DRY OR BORING AT THIS POINT, IT IS ALL CONNECTED!

ALL OF THIS RELATIVE TO THE ACTIVATING OF THE COSMIC DNA CODING OF YOUR MRKABA.
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So, we’ll continue.

Embryonic (STEM-) CELLS are simply multi-determinant cells, because they can become any sort of cell as their DNA dictates how DNA “PERCEIVES” its environment determines that:

CONSCIOUSNESS STARTS AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL!

Western science would have us believe if YOUR Genetic Material/Code/ DNA is Identical, that all of the resulting cells will grow to be identically the same as well.

However This Is Not At All True.

When you take 75 K cells
IDENTICAL CELLS

and split them into three PETRI Culture Dishes, The Scientific Community now knows that (you can), depending on the DNA’s environment (which is simply the other stuff in the dish) you can have

25 Muscle, 25 Bone and 25 Fat Cells....
Or any combination or kind of cell you wish.
Because,

In reality, its not their DNA that determines what they’ll become, its their environment and a very important thing called

Cellular “SELF” Receptors.

It is extremely important for you to understand the TRULEY IMPORTANT significance in the fact that YOUR IDENTITY is not Genetically determined, YOUR IDENTITY IS DETERMINED BY THE COMMUNICATIONS OCCURRING WITHIN YOUR CELL RECEPTORS!

THAT’S BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT YOUR BODY!
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YOU ARE ACTUALLY ELSEWHERE, AND POSSESS SO MUCH MORE CONTROL OVER YOUR PERCEIVED BODY AND REALITY THAN YOU ARE NOW EXERCISING.

BUT THAT CAN BE CHANGED.

THAT’S THE POINT!

Genes are, like BLUE PRINTS ONLY INFORMATION non-self-actuating

It doesn't turn it self on or turn itself off

SO, . . who’s the architect?

This brings us to CELL MEMBRANE,
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and again the fact that your brain and mind are not the same!

AN EVEN MORE INTERESTING FACT IS:

IT IS TRUE THAT YOUR BRAIN IS A BY PRODUCT OF YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS,

OBTAINING CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS IS "AS A MATTER OF FACT" YOUR OPTION!

YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS CREATES YOUR BRAIN, NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND.

As it turns out, (in reality) the membrane is not merely a container holding liquids inside as a semi-permeable casing,
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IT IS A BIOLOGICAL LIQUID **Diode** SEMICONDUCTOR WITH “SELF” **RECEPTORS** AND CHANNELS.

AND COMPUTERS and human Biology share the **exact** physiology. Not simply similar,.....**IDENTICAL**!

So, comparing a human cell-membrane to a computer chip is not what we would call an an-a-logy or analogy because it not simply a similarity, it is more so, what is called a **HOMOLOGY** 

**THE EXACT SAME RUDIMENTARY PHYSICAL STRUCTURE and FUNCTIONALITY!**

What’s so profound here is that . . .
The cell is a programable chip!

The nucleus is a disk with hard programs called DNA, the actual data is our genes.

BUT, THE CELL MEMBRANE IS THE ACTUATING DEVICE to select the program.

YOU Access The Disk and YOU Engage The Function of The System.

Which you can think of like your computer’s KEYBOARD.

IT CAN’T DO ANYTHING WITHOUT YOU

ITS OPERATOR!
Without YOU, even though it has power/energy/functioning biological life
“YOU” MUST OPERATE IT!

THE SAME IS TRUE FOR A CELL.

WITHOUT ITS RECEPTOR,S THERE IS NO FUNCTIONALITY!

So we’ll take the analogy one step further.

Consider the following:

A MARS ROVER
It gathers - captures data, by way of its sensors receptors;
Information Such As:
Temperature, Heat and Cold Sensors, Taste or Chemical Analysis, Analyze The Martian Atmosphere’s Components as would be Smelling. The Rover can tell whether the surface is smooth or rocky, it can even send back streaming video.

TO WHO?

ITS OPERATOR

N.A.S.A

OUR BIOLOGICAL AVATARS
CAN BE THOUGHT OF IN A SIMILAR MANNER AS Advitar EARTH ROVERS

OUR SPIRITUAL SELVES ARE THE OPERATORS Controlling from another place of your reality.
HOWEVER, OUR DATABASES HAVE BEEN MIS-PROGRAMED AND OUR RECEPTORS REQUIRE SPIRITUAL RECALIBRATION.

THIS CAN BE DONE!

THIS IS WHAT JESUS WAS TALKING ABOUT WHEN HE SAID: THESE THINGS YOU CAN DO AND EVEN GREATER!

For the sake of the many concepts to be further explored, the following condensed synopses of what the Bible states as being Jeshua/Jesus’ salvation dialogue, imparted to humankind, virtues to be adopted and lived by, is being to provided for your further ease of referencing these admonishments.
1. The Divine Spirit exists somewhere, however deeply buried, within every person. During this lifetime the “Kingdom of God” or “Kingdom of Heaven” is a psychological and spiritual state that you create within yourself and in your relationships. Through the grace of free will, you have the choice of nurturing and encouraging this outlook, or of ignoring it. (Mt 18, 23--25; Jn 10, 13--34; Lk 17, 20--21)

2. Seek inner peace within your mind and heart, and outer peace in your relations with others. (Mt 5, 3--12; Mt 5, 38--46; Lk 6, 26--36; Mt 12, 25--7; Jn 14, 27)

3. Be kind, and so far as you can, with love, toward everyone. Be kind and giving toward all, even strangers, enemies, and those who cannot repay you. (Mt 5, 38--46; Mt 25, 34--46; Lk 6, 26--36; Lk 10, 25--37)

4. Don’t judge others, and work diligently on letting go of your judgmental tendencies. (Mt 18, 23--25; Lk 6, 37--8; Lk 10, 16; Lk 17, 4; Jn 8, 3--10)

5. Give up self-righteousness, which blinds you to what you do. (Mt 38--46; Lk 6, 29--30; Jn 8, 3--10))

6. Be a healer to yourself and others in whatever ways you can. (Lk 10, 25--37 and many healing stories)

7. Seek to know yourself deeply. This includes becoming aware of your own self-deceptions and ego defenses. And try to find your inner relation to the Divine Spirit within yourself. (Mt 12, 7--8; Mt 12, 36--7; Lk 6, 41--2; Lk 11, 33--6)

8. You are completely responsible for the effects of your words and actions on you and others. (Mk 4, 34)
9. It is what comes out of us (what we say and do), not what goes into us, that degrades us. (*Mk 7, 14--23*)

10. Reduce the intensity of your self-centered ego driven concerns is a central key to live in a joyful and illuminated way (*Mk 14, 3--9*)

11. **What truly counts is what you do now, and tomorrow.** What you did in the past is less important because you have now power over the pass. For things of the pass are matters in which you can only seek forgiveness with an earnest heart, going forward with loving ALTRUISTIC INTENT. (*Lk 16, 10--12; Mk 2, 15--17; Lk 19, 1--10; Mt 21, 28--32*)

11. **What truly counts is your INTENT now, and tomorrow.** What you did in the past is less important. (*Lk 16, 10--12; Mk 2, 15--17; Lk 19, 1--10; Mt 21, 28--32*)

12. **Principles have value only if you act on them.** A transformation of the heart and mind is a good beginning, and then we need to express it in our words and actions. But nothing is significant if not accompanied with proper/altruistic INTENT. (*Lk 16, 10--12; Mt 12, 36--7*)

13. **In giving we receive. Helping others helps you.** (*Mt 4, 34; Mt 18, 23--35; Lk 10--16*)

14. **Avoid violence, and do not hang on to anger or a desire for revenge.** (*Mt 5, 38--46; Lk 6, 26--36; Jn 7*)

15. **Even those who have acted worst can repent, and act differently.** (Just saying that you repent is of little use unless you stop acting in injurious ways. True change is reflected **ONLY** within the TRUE INTENT of your actions) (*Mt 12, 36--37; Mt 21, 28--32; Lk 9, 23--26; Lk 11, 33--36; Lk 16, 10--12; Mk 2, 16--17; Lk 19, 1--10; Lk 7, 37--47*)

---
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16. Truly forgive others when they wrong you or otherwise act badly. (Mt 12, 25–7; Mt 5, 38-46; Lk 6–37; Jn 7–53)

17. In conflicts, whenever possible reach an accommodation with your opponent rather than going to court about it. (Mt. 5, 21–24; Lk 12, 59)

18. A gentle spirit is the state of mind we ought to seek. “Blessed are the merciful . . . and the peacemakers.” (Mt 5, 3–10; Jn 7–53)

19. Wealth makes living a spiritual life a greater challenge. Wealth and power are not worth having if you have to deaden your soul and dull your sensitivity to gain them. (Mt 4, 14; Mt 12, 12–13; Mk 11, 11–15; Lk 9, 23–6; Lk 18, 18–26)

20. Worry less about material security. If you do your best now, tomorrow will take care of itself. (Mt 6, 28–34; Mt 10, 8–14; Lk 12, 13–33)

21. True ALTRUISM/Service to others without personal gain is a path to becoming a great soul and gaining the true respect of others. (Mt 10, 42–44; Lk 10, 25–37)

22. Be most generous to those who are in greatest need. (Mt 8, 23–25; Mt 14, 3–9; Mt 12, 41–44; Mt 20, 1–14)

23. Your deeds speak for themselves. Do not show boast. (Mt 6, 1–5, 16)

24. Avoid seeking honors and others’ admiration. (Lk 14, 2–11)

25. Abstain from hypocrisy, in which you pretend to be virtuous and selfless but are really looking for other people’s admiration. (Mt 6, 1–5, 16; Mt 23, 1–7, 23–35; Lk 11, 44-52; Lk 20, 45–7; Jn 7–53)

The following statement stands a proper attribution for the research involved in the compilation and verbiage of the above list

Minor beneficial edits were made to stress with specificity the critical importance of INTENT.

IT’S ONLY THE KIND SUPPORT AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAT MAKE MY EFFORTS POSSIBLE.
See the following for proper attribution of the preparation above list

Copyright 2011 by Victor Stenvold. FREE DOWNLOAD FROM www.mastermeditations.info. Please visit the site to learn about Master Meditations: A 16-Week Program for Developing the Mind-Heart Connection by Victor Daniels and Sarah N. Daniels, and for other free downloads. You are welcome to forward copies to as many people as you wish on the web and/or make hardcopies at no charge for churches or educational, religious, and other such settings. Sourcing financial profit from distribution in any form is prohibited. No disclaimers may be sold for just enough to cover printing costs. All copies sent or duplicated in any form must bear this entire notice, beginning with the word “Copyright” and ending with the word “downloads.”

FROM THIS POINT FORWARD, WE WILL NOW BEGIN YOUR TRANS MUTATIVE BIO-COSMIC SPIRITUAL RECALIBRATION & PROVIDE TO YOU THE KEY
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As we enter into the following area of discussion please keep in the forefront of your mind OUR Prophet’s admonishments to “GET A GOOD EUROPEAN EDUCATION”. In view of this most excellent suggestion being (for one reason or another) somewhat out of reach for many; recognize that the knowledge you are about to receive right now will (in this area) advance you well beyond the comprehension levels of most possessing Doctorates, PHDs and a long list of other very expensively acquired Alphabets. In certain practical aspect what you are about to receive is superior to that “GOOD EUROPEAN EDUCATION” in that the LIES will not be included” You see, when Noble Drew Ali made this statement he was not saying go to their colleges, or even learn what they are learning in their collages. What he was inferring with this particular directive was that we should acquire the information, knowledge, wisdoms and TRUTH afforded only a select few. IN OTHER WORDS, MOORISH SCIENCE!
Also, here I must stress that the strength and assured integrity of this “QUIK BUILD” of long lasting knowledge will (if you follow my instructions) be a metamorphosis derived from the chronological sequence of the information being provided to you in a simplistic and non pretentious manner aided by a most significant factor called **GENETIC MEMORY**.

As we proceed (at some point which will differ from one individual to individual) the information you will be receiving will begin to feel more like memories than simply learning something new. Another undoubtable sensation which may come upon you even more early on during the course of your reading, will be an inner understanding, a very personal confirmation that certain things you always felt somehow were true (or in some cases not true) but you simply may not have had the means to express or articulate the sensation, or IN FACT exactly as you had intuitively pre-perceived them to be! You’re about to find that many of the thoughts you kept to yourself for the fear that others may have found your thoughts (and you for expressing
them) a bit strange. You’ll also find that many others may have even had similar thoughts as your’s themselves, but for the same fears or perhaps better programming, also kept those thoughts to themselves or like the majority, deeply suppressed the whispering wisdoms to the point of complete nullification in compliance with social norms of our ZOMBIE populous.

Prior to my coming into the knowledge of my forbearers being Moors Aboriginals and Indigenous to this land commonly referred to as America, and Publicly Proclaiming my Nationality to that effect, I was a Legal Professional.

As THE Senior Paralegal for one of America’s TOP TEN Intellectual Property Law Firms (Intellectual Property is the area of Law which deals with Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights) for just shy of Thirty Years, it was my responsibility to conduct and/or oversee the Lion’s Share of the firm’s most critical research projects, Domestic, Japanese and International Trade related matters. What perhaps may be even more impressive or most certainly a
significant fact of professional pride and personal accomplishment, is that I never over the course of those twenty-nine years worked on ANY case decided unfavorably against the firm.

I attribute my 100% favorable outcomes over those two decades to understanding that there is an answer to every temporal question. And that the correct answer is always in some manner connected to Empirical Evidence of its quality and factual existence. [Empirical evidence is information that beyond doubt justifies a belief in the truth or falsity of a claim and is most often accompanied by facts or factors which many be measured, recorded or consistently reproduced with the exact conclusive result(s)]

Over this significant period of time, what revealed itself as being of most worthwhile and personally advantageous gem of knowledge, was that that very same principle may also at times be applied to ethereal or more spiritually complex matters when also approached Scientifically. What I mean by this is, that if one applies (the exact same)
intense scrutiny, logic and rigorous rules of scientifically performed “thorough” research to any uncertainty, 

a fact awaits discovery.

The most amazing aspect of such a discovery is that, when such “assumed” facts (pertaining to matters of a “PURELY” nonphysical spiritual nature) are unearthed and subjected to the identical scientifically applied course of intense inspection, Empirical Evidence of a “PURELY” subjective (nonphysical) nature also awaits discovery.

Here’s where it can get a bit more confusingly twisty, yet certainly well worth analyzing and pondering upon once grasped. Although no less valid than evidence of an Objective/physical nature, nonmaterial Empirical Evidence of an incorporeal nature/not composed of matter, may only be validated by a conscious observer’s perceived personal experience/causal phenomena/“uniquely” individualized sensations, which may or may not vary from observer to observer as to what
sensation was IN FACT perceived. And even trickier; all facts are real, even though all perceived experiences are not. I know! It takes a moment. Pause and ponder.

And remember, for our e-book readers, all BLUE shaded or raised words are Active Hyperlinks.

I know,... that was a bit tricky. But that’s ok! At this point I would like for you to pause and take a moment (figuratively speaking) to view IN ITS ENTIRETY the following, an extremely important and most insightful videoed discussion between two world renowned Scientists (one man “Bruce Lipton” a Biologist the other “Tom Campbell” a Physicist). Two extremely NONSENSE academic scholars from what is most commonly considered Diametrically Opposing Scientific Disciplines, arriving at the EXACT IDENTICAL Spiritual Conclusion! A conclusion you will find is (for all intent and purpose) perfectly aligned with the Divine Teachings of that Noble UNIVERSAL Prophet who came to us because we needed him most.
Paradox: “A statement or proposition that, despite sound (or apparently sound) reasoning from acceptable premises, leads to a conclusion that seems senseless, logically unacceptable, or self-contradictory: i.e. a potentially serious conflict between quantum mechanics and the general theory of relativity known as the information paradox does exist”

THE BIG “IF”: is, If you can at least momentarily deal with a couple interesting paradoxes, or at a minimum remain openminded enough to consider a proposition which you heretofore may have perceived to be either impossible or paradoxical, than you most certainly have an opportunity to be in the number of those who at this very special time are being presented option of Experiencing FIRST HAND the life altering phenomena awaiting all who turn THE KEY
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Although I made such statements like the “THE KEY” has the potential to reveal with real and actual specificity the very reason of your existence, the universe and even the entire framework and substance of all (physical and nonphysical) phenomenas of Reality as We Now Know It, or as you will once you turn “THE KEY”, this is now the perfect and most logically appropriate point in this journey for us to begin our navigation through a proper explanation of what “THE KEY” is NOT; followed by a clear, precise and thorough explanation of EXACTLY what “THE KEY” in fact IS.

**COMPREHENDING:** ALL CONTRADICTIONS, ARE NOT!

Before I begin this next session, I would like for it to be known that I thoroughly understand how the next couple of paragraphs may appear to be written in even a more oddly structured manner than those proceeding them. And I of course know this because I am the one about to write the following; the one controlling the oddness, the designer of method to the madness.

*IT’S ONLY THE KIND SUPPORT AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PEOPLE LIKE YOU THAT MAKE MY EFFORTS POSSIBLE.*
The most favorable SAFE manner in which one may benefit from accessing “THE KEY” information and the most simple, yet no less important subject-matter, which I’ve saved for last; THE BIG QUESTION: Why You Should, which; . . . simply as an indisputably clear indication of how unpremeditatedly spontaneous, totally non-rigid and impulsively flexible I can be, have just now at this very instance decided to tell you “The Reason Why” FIRST opposed to Last! . . . See how fun, hip and exciting its already gotten! But, no! Really, with all jokes (even the very unfunny ones like those aside) I must again stress and make absolutely clear that there is a certain critically imperative Chronological Methodology in how this material is being and MUST be introduced to you. Even me directing you to view a video “IN ITS ENTIRETY” is not an optional suggestion. Connecting specific neurons, is a matter conducted with a high degree of specificity! And even though you may think or believe that you do not understand or unable to comprehend a particular
sequence of explanations (which you may consider over your head) YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS KNOW HOW TO LINK IT TO THE SPECIFICALLY LOGICAL PARTS OF YOUR GENETIC MEMORY, automatically, even without you knowing that it will all click into place, when “THE KEY is turned and the light comes on.

How THE “WHY” of this endeavor is also just as important, in a manner which, in its logical reasoning will, in short order be recognized as similar to a proper interpretive introduction of The KABBALAH, which, yes,... is another hyperlink that You MUST View In Its Entirety.

Those that have or may be dropping off at this point, will not be missed. They were only here for the short ride because they thought “THE KEY” would be given to them like the pill was for NEO in the movie The Matrix, who only needed to pick the Red or The Blue. Nope, there’s a little more work than that, however its merely a matter of paying attention and following a few simple directions. So, for those
of you who are still hanging in there, Congratulations! Let’s proceed.

Just as was explained in the above KABBALAH video lesson, certain information of a cosmic nature only reveals itself to those who’s time has come to receive what ever personal revelations the individual has finally evolved to a state of perceptibility capable of receiving, comprehending and benefiting from whatever very personal answer(s) the individual has been seeking in one manner or another their entire life.

Also, similarly to the information provided within the KABBALAH lessons, this symbol (although politicized as such) is also not JEWISH. It is an element of “YOUR” Ancient Science, as will now be explained.
Here when I use the word “ELEMENT” of your ancient science. I am utilizing the term more so in its original meaning as not merely meaning “a part of” or “primary aspect of” Moorish Science. I’m using it also in this context as a means to express that the symbol was (with ancient advanced technology) actually viewed and understood to be one of the first and most important basic lessons (regarding the physical world, or PHYSICS:)

[From Ancient word: φυσική (ἐπιστήμη) phusikē (epistēmē) "knowledge of nature", from φύσις phúsis "nature") is the natural science that involves the study of matter and its motion through space and time, in combination with studies regarding and related to energy, force and the actions or perceived actions and interactions of physical matter.]

**BASIC Eliminatory School Lessons** a young MOORISH child would have learned back in the times of our Ancient forbearers. So, to reiterate, when I say “viewed”, I literally mean “VIEWED”, in the actual sense that when we look at the actual visual molecular structure of a carbon “ATOM” Your now viewing 6 Electrons, 6 Protons and 6 Neutrons,
666: These atoms are the smallest constituent unit of our human's physical matter, the basic molecular element - in our most “ELEMENTARY aspect." A numeric symbol “666” you were always taught as a child to be very afraid of knowing more about: The most BASIC BUILDING BLOCK OF HUMANS, our molecularly Based Physical Reality.

So, as we begin to delve deeper into our exploration and activities of navigating toward truth “SEEK AND YE SHALL FIND”, we see a pattern of deception begins to appear, starting at the base fabric of our physical reality which may have one wonder why?
And even though there are other mundane, esoteric, exoteric, and a plethora of other connected and disconnected levels and sub-levels of symbolisms attributed to this particular basic shape, modernly as well as anciently (Astrophysiologically, Astrologically, Numerologically and more) following is initial significance as explained above, such is the nature of these matters.

The point of using this particular symbolic example of “The Star of David” which most people associate with Judaism is of course its connection to the previous Kabbalistic studies which we now understand to be an aspect of our ancient Moorish Science, but also as an early introduction to matters more specifically dealing with DNA.
Deoxyribonucleic acid which plays an extremely critical (stolen, hid and now re-discovered) Scientifically Important base principles of the COSMIC role in which the property or activity called the “Vortex Spin-symmetry of our DNA’s Biochemical Fractal” operates with the functionary mechanisms of our Living Cells which is vitally important to understanding the actual base principles of the WHYs and HOW of the Merkaba’s functional operation.

The Merkaba’s operational functionality is YOUR Spiritual Being’s Time/Dimensional and Interstellar, Import and Deport MODUS OPERANDI and is key to THE KEY
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How is works is needless to say fascinating! And the following explanation of how it works not actually as difficult to understand as one may think. At least not for those who possess the Genetic Memory and ability to remember as it is being Re-explained anew!

As we travel back to our individual points and levels off comprehension, we will find that the capacity and connectivity of all of the proceeding elements of this schematic start connecting the dots of our processing capabilities in a more quantum exponential manner, with each phase & faze forward.

This incremental recalibration is caused by an actual bio-cellular remapping of chromosomal capacitors, an aspect of what was discussed in the above insightful videoed discussion between the two world renown Scientists (one man “Bruce Lipton” a Biologist
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the other “Tom Campbell” a Physicist). Which, if you don’t remember, now would be a perfect opportunity to revisit it. The reason I say this is because, the following two lectures, (Which, yes are imperative to be viewed in their entirety) are extremely key synthesizing elements of “THE KEY” The first lecture is conducted by Tom Campbell, the above mentioned Physicist. The second is by a gentleman named Marco Roden who will explain to you the working elements of what many call The Thumbprint of God. It’s other name (the one with more scientifically scary terminology that make it sound so much more difficult than it really is) is called ‘RODEN’S VORTEX BASED MATHEMATICS. Just like the term *Pseudofolliculitis* of the Hypodermis/Superficial Fascia is in actuality simply the scientific or proper medical name or terminology for Razor Bumps. So don’t be SCURD!
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View this “in its entirety” first, followed by this which must also be viewed in its entirety”. After which, I promise, your almost there! YOU'RE ONLY THREE SHORT STEPS AWAY!

YOUR recalibration process is simply the action of you comprehending three more basic aspect of “THE KEY”
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A few additional points of beneficial information that we would like to pass on to our active Moorish American Community. Please make special note as you review the following that the websites mentioned here as well as all other beneficial informational resources mention on this page ARE NOT Paid Ads! Absolutely NO monetary nor other form of profit of any kind was received for the posting of beneficial links and/or other information being provided on this page for the benefit of our Moorish American Community as a means to further the general activities in the noble task of UPLIFTING FALLIN HUMANITY as so instructed.

All are welcome to visit and benefit from The Moors’ Heritage & History School live broadcast: Listen via the internet @ http://www.blogtalkradio.com/mhhs-eyeswideopen, or listen and also participate via telephone by, calling 347-945-5899. Moors Heritage & History School in association with the active Moors of RVBey Publications, and Moorish Nation Public Records.

The following highly respected Moorish websites:
- MOORISH CIVIL LETTER,
- Order of The Roundtable,
- The IRON SHEIK’s Moorish Music of Value from WILL OF ALAH,
- and of course The Moorish Owned and operated publishers at Califa Media where you should be sure to pick up your copy of 77 Amazing Fact about the Moors and other outstanding published works by the extremely talented up and coming Active Moorish American Authors within our community.
This is where those few videos (you were instructed were “mandatory” viewing) way back near the beginning really pay off. If you did review those few videos as instructed, you should have very little difficulty comprehending anything to follow. However, if you have not viewed the videos in which you were instructed to view “IN THEIR ENTIRETY”, you will in most likelihood be confused or even incapable of comprehend what is to follow. So, if you have not yet done as was instructed and do wish to comprehend the truly critical (comprehensible) operative factors of “THE KEY”, now would again be an excellent opportunity to do so. And don’t be to upset with yourself for not having done so when instructed.

This is by no means your regular everyday course of instruction. And, to continue being very honest with you, I was not expecting that everyone who has hung in there up until this point would have followed all of the viewing instructions as specified. It’s just the way that some of us operate. Unfortunately however, in this particular case, there are no shortcuts. Understanding the base principle (and terminology) previously provided will be required for a comfortable understanding of the following. Because, it is at this point that we begin to take a look at how all of the puzzle fits together!
As you have undoubtedly discovered by now, one could literally get lost in the vast and truly rich mass of extremely well constructed sites and blogs manifesting all across the Internet. Truly mind provoking research such as that presented on sites like Stillness In The Storm and others which contain fascinating and exceeding well presented information. This new and most current emerging rush of empirical evidence attached to freshly rediscovered Truths of our forebears wisdoms and understandings of the Energetic Cosmic Relationships (which bring a refreshing clarity to... “AS ABOVE - SO BELLOW” and so many other heretofore unsolved conundrums) emerging out of what will now also become for you simple real-world realities; the links between mind and Consciousness, Matter and Spirit, Geometric Sciences and Metaphysics.

This exhilarating plethora of interlacing now self-evident realities pertinent to the recalibrating of spiritual frequencies as was originally well understood by Practitioners of Truly Orthodox Exoteric Moorish Science. One such arising string of thought emerging within the field of Quantum Mechanics is surfacing from the discussions of the enthusiastic innovator Dan Winter who (although not yet spot on) has been connecting some extremely interesting dots. Many of those same dots
(and a few more, as has been discussed earlier herein) will bring you to the understanding of working eliminates within the “THE KEY”.

What is "THE KEY"

“THE KEY” is:

RESPECTING ITS EXISTENCE, COMPREHENDING WHAT ITS DOES AND ESTABLISHING THE ABILITY TO GRASP STEADFASTLY A FEARLESS FULL CONSCIOUS APPRECIATION AND AWARENESS OF THE DIVINE POWER REQUIRED TO FULLY CONCEIVE THE SOPHISTICATED MAGNIFICENCE OF ITS OPERATIVE FUNCTIONALITY AND CONSTITUTION’S PURPOSE FOR EXISTING WITHIN YOU!

When the one diligently seeking knocks upon the door behind which one’s The Knowledge of Self, a naturally, fuller appreciation will emerge from the words of that mastermind who stated: “YOU TOO CAN DO THESE WORKS, AND EVEN GREATER”.

The functional aspects of Bio-electromagnetism in DNA, and Spirit becomes extraordinarily intriguing when coupled with the information previously touched upon regarding:
Cabalistic Consciousness

Fractal Bio-Geometry

Genetic Cellular Flexibility

Vortex Based Mathematics

The COSMIC relevance’s to the (Nested) Vortesies (which we now know is somewhat of the sine qua non of human DNA’s genetic purpose) as explained within Roden’s Vortex Based Mathematics begins to take shape, bring more into focus a clearer picture as to why there is an Intelligent Self Organization nature to all which is.

Interestingly THE DIAGRAM two pages above called the 8-Circuit-Model of Consciousness, which is a visual representation which was reintroduced back in the 60s by Timothy Leary who was a psychologist and writer known for advocating psychedelic drugs such as LSD and conducted Consciousness Altering experiments under the Harvard University’s
Psilocybin Project and the University’s School of Divinity’s Marsh Chapel Experiments when LSD had not yet been made illegal. Harvard University’s project was trying to Unnaturally unlock “THE KEY”.

Even back then they understood the some of the effect of the powerful consciousness altering chemicals Naturally created within the human body and within the Organic Complex Formulae such as DMT (\(N,N\)-Dimethyltryptamine) contained in within the Natural entheogenic mixture of the indigenous Wise Elder Tribesmen of Peruvian Amazon known as Yage or Ayahuyascamade extracted from the Banisteriopsis Caapi vine, in combination with various other plants (unknown to Westerners.) The brew is properly utilized in ancient Amazonian SPIRITUAL Traditional MEDICINE in ceremonies, used by very serious minded individuals whom have said that they received applicably meaningful instructions in its use directly from Their Own Human Spirit and other spirit guides. Some also true and respecting practitioners also mix it with other Natural components such as the leaves of Chacruna or the naturally grown (non-synthesized) Chagropanga, dimethyltryptamine (DMT). The important emphases here is of course the terms ALL NATURAL, similar to those natural chemicals produced within the hypothalamus and and Pineal Gland also known in certain cultures as the Window To One’s Soul.
Remarkable Groundbreaking Research has recently been conducted by world renown psychophysiologist in the field of metaphysical-biofeedback and DNA, in which extraordinary newly rediscovered scientific facts regarding functional “at will manipulation” of actual Chromosomal Biochemical Mechanisms, the electrical nature of the human emotions “True Passion” and/or (Divine) dynamic LOVE and its relation to what has been coined the Nested Fractal Geometrics Vortices within Human DNA, and its effect on (what we perceive as) Time and Space.
FINAL INSISTENCE: Due to the intense impact and scientific nature of the operative metaphysics about to be detailed in order for you to grasp a full appreciation of the magnitude of what is about to be revealed here for the first time, it is imperative that you have a firm understanding of what has been provided to you thus far in this presentation; especially the material which was identified as mandatory viewing. OK! So, if at this point in time you have not made certain that you are secure in your knowledge of the preliminary foundational material, I suspect who ever is not prepared will simply not be able to understand much from this point forward. So, for those who in fact have completed their acquisition of the information provided in the prerequisite viewing, let’s continue. The following will connect the dots!

Recently Dan Winter’s work in the area of frequency signatures or harmonics of the heart as it is directly applicable to the newly rediscovered aspects of Moorish Science which explain what happens at the moment when people feel blissful joy and and divine emotion unfolds the envelope in which Randy Powell’s Explanation of Roden’s Vortex does fit so neatly into our current understanding of energies being emitted from within the Cosmic Fractal of our human DNA. Here we find out what our Divine prophet meant by “learn to LOVE instead of heat”. It’s the actual Dynamic Activity and ACTION of LOVE which sparks and animates the Prana, (technically) also known as the Tachyon Energy of Spirit. What was rediscovered is that a very special release of Tachyon Energy occurs at the exact moments when people experience these intense emotions. Recorded studies of test subjects have shown that their hearts actually creates special frequency pictures or powerful indicator of something
very electrical occurring inside their heart, blood and body when they have Divine Emotions.

NOTE TO DAN: Admittedly and most respectfully, there may be one or two evidentiary lulls in Dan’s very persuasive accumulated facts, however, I remain (at this point) of the opinion that the character of his less energetic state of tangible quantum (illusory) evidence makes his hypotheses no less valuable. And, of course I whispered “illusory” given the fact that all is mind, and thus any argument to the contrary is tenaciously nullified, and the worth and validity of his body of work (99.000000000000000000) remains in my mind SOLID and safe to rest upon!

Noble Drew Ali stated he was a UNIVERSAL prophet who came to us because we needed him most. Having weighed the vast amount of imperial evidence that I have researched and experienced over the course of nearly sixty years now; I believe that our Divinely Inspired Prophet ("El Hajj, Sharif Abdul Ali") charged us with the responsibility of spearheading The Uplifting of Fallen Humanity for Scientifically Sound Reasons which rest upon a valid biochemical reality patiently awaiting its reanimation within the hidden alcoves of our melanin and forthcoming pineal libations since the dawn of man.

The Awe Inspiring Credo he left us (with wise counsel and intimate encouragement to embrace) a duty and responsibility to manifest and bring to fruitions within the body of days in which we now exist (through those who would enter into this procession with our eyes WIDE open) is now at hand.
So . . . . with that we will proceed. The experiments most recently mentioned above suggested that we could actually answer a profound question about the purpose of DNA in an entirely new way which gives us a completely different view of what we should be doing with the relationship of technology to biological substances.

So our little fond answer to this question of what is the purpose of DNA is very brief. It’s called bliss and the magnetic X, and that’s really the subject this particular section. It has to do with this idea that prominent scientists such as those mentioned above believe we’ve (re)discovered some secrets, some visions to exactly how human passionate bliss-related emotion actually gets into the genetic material and therefore emotions ability to program and shape the braid of our DNA, and that has
everything to do with the genetic material having been in this profound shape which nature has placed it. It's also now understood that if scientists continue interfering via genetic engineering of the dynamics of our human cellular structure, we stand actually to affect dramatically whether or not emotion can continue to program DNA. But, on the other hand, that may also very well be the intent. Just as a slight pause I wanted to explain that the reason for the Red Emphasized above "SECRETS" was to interject early on the interesting fact that these matters which the scientists are calling "secrets" actually do (etymologically) have to do with SECRETIONS manifested within our Endocrine System; the aforementioned Sacred Melatonin and Mystical Pineal Gland Secretions.

NOTICE THE SHAPE OF THE "EYE OF HORAS", THE EGYPTIAN MATHEMATICAL SYMBOL FOR CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE CROSS SECTION VIEW OF THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF OUR PINEAL GLAN (called the 3rd eye or window to the soul) REGION OF THE HUMAN BRAIN.
This particular relationship has of course been known for quite some time as just another one of those “SECRETS” hidden in clear sight. And as we take notice of the pineal gland, the pinecone’s NATURAL FRACTAL configuration and take further notice of the photos above and the large Pinecone to the left which sits prominently in the Pope’s GARDEN OF PINE, we can perhaps begin to understand (or perhaps question for the first time) why such unnatural introductions like FLUORIDE (which by the way has also been linked to ADH) in DRINKING WATER has been pushed and programed in to society as being acceptable when clear scientific clinical evidence provides clear and indisputable evidence of its devastating toxic effects on not only our body’s but our consciousness as well.
You see, it really is “AS ABOVE, SO BELOW”!

Is this being done on purpose? I’m sure you know the answer to that question.

Notice the fractal universe’s stark similarity to our cellular bio-electrical configuration.

As we look closer at our microcellular configuration it becomes apparent how such axioms came to be. And in doing so also take note of the fact that axioms such as “AS ABOVE, SO BELOW” to come into existence during ancient times, extremely advanced technologies and an understanding of nuclear biology as well as a knowledge of how our Universe’s structure looked from a far, would have had to existed for there to have been any such analogy made.
What it is that has specifically been rediscovered is that when we feel a substantial degree of bliss, it has an actual effect on our human DNA, to an extent which can now be measured. This ability to measure and record the physical molecular effect on matter creates further empirical evidence that emotions such as LOVE have a significant impact on bioelectrical frequencies responsible for

Click the following link and take a look at this amazing video to see how specific frequencies actually CONFIGURE and CREATE the shape of those base Plutonic Solids we focused on earlier. After viewing the suggested video, look at the figure on the next page of Solomon (with his ANK) creating the exact same (3835 Hz) Sine Wave Frequency which creates the Sign of The Cross and numerically equates to both 10 as well as 4 (3+8+3+5 = 19 and 1+9 = 10 and 1+0 = 1 = CREATION.)
ONE is the symbol of creation because it is the first thing to emerge out of ZERO. In ancient Egypt, the Creator of ALL WHICH IS, WAS AND EVER WILL BE was represented by either a singular dot or a singular dot within a circle as can be seen in the center of the CROSS (above) as well in the pattern created by the frequency 3835 Hz. Notice also Solomon's
Pinecone Shaped TERBIN representing CONSCIOUSNESS and Wisdom.

The natural resident frequency of our heart beat's tone is caused by a sequential firing of “7” (as in circle 7)VORTEX shaped layers of the heart.

Merkabah, also spelled Merkaba, is the divine light vehicle allegedly used by ascended masters to connect with and reach those in tune with the higher realms. "Mer" means Light. "Ka" means Spirit. "Ba" means Body. The effect in which Sound and Conscious Intent has upon the molecular structure of matter is amazing as can be seen via THIS LINK.

One of the most dynamic quantum physics CONSCIOUSNESS Experiments conducted in recent scientific history called THE DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT provides empirical evidence that what we perceive as being our real and solid physical reality around us IS NOT in actuality OBJECTive at all. The following two videos (one a fun cartoon illustrating the fascinating experiment, the other a 13 minuet presentation by Richard Campbell’s) will provide you an excellent understanding of how CONSCIOUSNESS effects MATTER. To view the first video CLICK HERE. To view the second video of Tom explaining (via the Double Slit Experiment) how what we perceive as being our physical reality is a very different matter than what we perceive with our seances: CLICK HERE. What this is leading us to and
helping us to appreciate is how we can utilize “THE KEY” to begin the process of Uplifting Fallen Humanity!

SO HERE WE GO!

Returning to the important subject of the magnetic mentioned above, we first can look at the fact that the X chromosome which determines what makes us woman versus man actually has a magnetic field around it. THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT because this is base bioelectrical aspect of our human VORTEX which is in turn for all in tent and purpose simply a fractal representation of the same electromagnetic VORTEX energy of our planet Earth, which in turn is itself is simply and fractal replication of our Solar Systems Planetary Vortex.

CLICK HERE TO SEE EXACTLY HOW OUR SOLAR-SYSTEM IS A VORTEX

AS ABOVE, SO BELOW
Now you be able to sense the implications of how all of these fields of VORTEX energies (nested within one another) when placed into SEQUENTIAL HARMONIOUS SYNCHRONICITY has the ability to Resynchronize the proper calibration of our human resonance with that of our Earth’s Natural Frequency in a perfect quantized reflection of our Solar-System’s resonance frequency, which of course is already in harmony with the PERFECT all Natural Vortex Based Universe’s (CREATION’S) Spin Symmetry! Or, in other words, in perfect harmony with our creator!

Schummann resonance is a global electromagnetic resonance, which has its origin in electrical discharges of lightning within the cavity existing between the Earth’s surface and the ionosphere. This cavity resonates with electromagnetic waves in the extremely low frequencies of approximately 7.86Hz – 8Hz.

The number **8** Cabalistically represents the (8 cited) CUBE in which our consciousness resides.
Although it remains my intent to complete (the two remaining chapters) and publish “THE KEY” before the end of April 2016, various technical computer difficulties (which have been plaguing my system for the past two week) have competed me (as a preemptive stop gap measure to possible catastrophic computer failure) to provide an access link to the yet to be completed PDF copy. Those wishing to receive the completed version containing the yet to be completed two final chapters may send a request to: TheKeyFinalChapters@MoorishDirectory.com